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Part T wo

USD Faces The Changes

by Mary Nlarkovinovic
and Vince Kasperick
The 1960's were turbulent
times in world history. The Cuban
missile crisis, the Kennedy assasination, Vatican II, the British
invasion and the Vietnam war
were all part of a decade which
radically changed the world.

nics at Presidio Park and on Mis
sion bay, surfing, Spring Ball at
the Hotel Del Coronadoand there
were three big fraternities on
campus. The frats of the 60's
included Alpha Delta Gamma, Pi
Kappa Epsilon and the only sur
vivor of the three — Phi Kappa
Theta.

Far away from this chaos was
the University of San Diego col
leges for men and women. The
early 60's had been a time of
growth for these schools. The
colleges for men and women had
opened in the early 1950's and
had spent the late 50's and early
60's setting a course for the future.
Although they were two separ
ate schools, the students were
very much united in their activi
ties. Many of their activities be
came tradition which we still
hold today. They included Home
coming games and dances, pic

While many campuses around
the country demonstrated against
the Vietnam war, U.S.D. seemed
to appear more pacifist than
schools like Berkeley. Demon
strations on campus were not
violent. Many of them were led by
students but many of them were
also led by groups from other uni
versities. Speaker's Bureau was
very active in getting controversial
speakers to come on campus to
discuss issues with the students.
One of the speakers was Jane
Fonda's husband Tom Hayden.
The A.S.B. Senate held an all

night session to decide whether
or not students should strike to
demonstrate their anger over the
Kent State incident and the U.S.
bombings of Cambodia. They
voted against the strike in favor
of a day of education. A day was
set aside to give lectures and
speeches to educate students on
the Vietnam situation and let
students peaceablystate their opin
ions. Other demonstrations in
cluded students of the biology
department holding all night vig
ils to protest ecological issues.

Throughout the whole Viet
nam crisis many say that the stu
dents of U.S.D. were more pre
ceptive and objective about the
war. The students, because many
of them were from military fami
lies, seemed to be more informed
on the issues. Their maturity and
organization spared them from
the chaos that other eampusf'

were suffering. The faculties of
both colleges also went to great
lengths to educate the students
on the issues by offering special
summer session courses on cur
rent events.
While students shared a great
many activities together, it wasn't
until the late 60's that the merger
between the colleges for men and
women began. Cooperation be
tween the students had always
been apparent. Cooperation be
tween the administrations of the
schools slowly evolved after the
Vatican II where it was stated
that the administration of Catho
lic schools for men and women
should work closer together.
It was a slow process. The San
Diego College for Women had
always kept their doors closed to
the men. At one time in the mid
60's students of the men'scollege
protested against the no visiting
rule in v omen's dorms by block
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ing off Marian W * with their
cars. The faculty members of the
college for men were not spared
either. Male faculty members had
to wait in the Founder's Hall
foyer for a female faculty member
of the women's college to escort
them through the buildings.
A movement for the merger
began in 1967. After many de
bates, the students voted to offi
cially merge their students govern
ments in 1968 taking effect in the
1968-1969 school year. This stu
dent merger led to an upward
chain reaction as other campus
organizations began to merge.
The next groups to begin merg
ing were various faculty depart
ments. Prior to this time some
co-educational upper division
courses were offered. The first
was an archeology class taught
jointly by Dr. Raymond Brandes,
chairman of the USDMC history
department and Dr. Curina
Shields of the college for women.
By 1970, most of the depart
ments had merged and all classes
were co-educational. The merger
between the faculties was very
smooth except for a few depart
ments. Some departments had
problems adjusting to the changes
and setting up an acceptable cur
riculum for both men and women.
Offices such as Student Affairs,
Admissions and the Registrars
were the first administrative offi
ces to unite. All others followed
suit soon afterwards.
The University of San Diego
was unofficially established in
1970. The San Diego College for
Women and the University of
San Diego for Men were united
except for three things — the
name, the two separate Board of
Trustees and the two presidents.
The search to find a president for
a united university was on. A
leader was found in Dr. Author
Hughes in the summer of 1971.
He would be the first president of
the University of San Diego. The
final measure for the unification
of the two schools was the merg
ing of the Board of Trustees in
1972.
The year 1972 is a significant
year in the history of this school.
If is the official birthdate of the
University of San Diego as we
know it. It was a year of change
for the school which has never
really ended. U.S.D. met with
changes in the 1970's and these
continue into the '80's.
(Next week in part III of this
series on the history of U.S.D.
the changes of the 70's and our
future in the80's will be covered.)
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it Must
Be Lost

Dear Editor:
In recent history, the VISTA
has exhibited unparralled (sic)
lack of taste. Last weeks issue is a
prime example of journalism gone
wrong..What the purpose could
have possibly been for placing
such a tasteless "question of the
week" in last weeks paper is
beyond me. I think that the VISTA
has lost sight of its original pur
pose, and responsibility to the
U.S.D. students and should begin
to reevaluate itself and its staff of
writers responsible for printing
such tasteless articles.
Dennis Chamberland, Pres.
Phi Alpha Delta Undergrad
Law Frat.

Vista's
Purpose

Opinion
Letters to the Editor
staff of this publication really get
a grade for this obvious waste of
time? If this is so — are they pass
ing? It is my understanding that
"learning" should be taking
place. With few exceptions, it
seems that most of the staff has
learned little — except how to
offend and insult their readers.
Four years ago, the VISTA was
bad. The journalism was shaky at
best, and I am not too sure how
much learning took place. How
ever, even though Vern Ismen,
Robert Madden, and I didn't see
eye to eye on everything,'they
still had the sensibility, taste, and
a hint of professionalism that
never allowed the VISTA to get
out of hand. Even you Ms. Damon,
have had better moments in your
literary career. Over a year ago, I
wrote another letter questioning
your editorial practices in which
I complimented the vast improve
ment in the VIST A since you had
been at the helm. I am sad to say
that the VISTA has degenerated
beyond a level I could have ever
imagined. Let me just leave you a
reminder — that we, the stu
dents, determine how much
money the school "newspaper"
receives.
Unfortunately
William J. Goodyear

Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to the
biggest insult to the University of
San Diego in the four years that I
have been a student here — the
VSTA.F01 the past six months I
have refrained from writing any
thing about the literary gar) age
that we jokingly call a newspaper,
but that crap that came out last
week was the last straw.
I must admit that there are
times when humor, albeit risque
humor, can be an effective part of
a publication. There were seclions in last Thursday's paper
that could have been funny if Dear Editor,
they had been handled with taste
I, being a person not easily
and anv amount of professional motivated to respond in a way
ism, but the only phrase that des such as this, found myself run
cribes the April Fool's edition is ning for paper and pen after read
"down right insulting". If the last ing last week's issue of the Vista. I
paper had been an isolated case, realize that the paper was an
maybe the student body could April Fool's issue yet I can't say it
overlook that trash, but we all fooled me, only disgusted me. I
know that this was just the most knew that there was potential for
recent example of shoddy "jour such tasteless writing among the
nalism". Frankly, I am embar staff because of previous issued
rassed when any of my friends but I never thought it would be
from other schools talk about allowed to get so out of hand. I
their papers — I bet we are the was thoroughly disgusted with
only school with toilet paper in the entire paper and from the
looks on reader's faces and the
tabloid form.
However, trying to put my comments that they uttered I
absolute fury and indignation know that I am far from alone in
aside, I have a couple of ques my sentiments.
tions to put to the "advisor" and
A campus paper should be a
staff of the VIST A: (1) Is it true vehicle of information and stu
thay my student monies are being dent expression and there is a
used to help finance the "train certain amount of freedom in
ing" of this so-called journalism?
putting it together but when that
If this is the case, may I suggest freedom is handled so overwhel
the VISTA be disbanded and mingly irresponsibly I'm all for
USD/ASB find a constructive setting limitations.
purpose for this money. (2) Is
What was the purpose of last
there really a faculty advisor to week's Vista anyway? If it was
the VISTA? Is he/she being paid supposed to make people laugh,
or are they volunteering their
then I am afraid it missed the
time? Since President Hughes is mark completely. The crudity of
an accountant, I cai.'t believe that the question of the week and the
he allows such misuse of funds. I campus notes was terrible. That
hope he is getting his money's is NOT humor. Nor is it funny to
worth — we're not. (3) Does the show such degrading disrespect

Not
Funny

for the people in authority on
our campus. These people can be
and have been the subjects of
GOOD humor in the past but the
attempts at humor (if it can be
referred to as such) in last week's
paper were in very poor taste and
definitely NOT FUNNY.
The V i s t a has a lot to do to
redeem itself to its readers. May 1
suggest a second attempt at an
April Fool's issue, only this time
REALLY fool people — write a
GOOD PAPER!!
Sincerely,
Karen Schechtel

Fan
Mail

Dear Editor:
I promised myself I wouldn't
do this. I promised myself that if
I ignored the March 29, 1984
issue of Vista, it would fade away
like the memory of a bad movie.
It didn't.
In a word, the "April Fool's"
issue was just plain foolishness. It
was tasteless, cheap and crude.
(The "Film Review" on pg. 5
marked a new low for Vista '83'84). What bothers me most,
though, was how careless your
writers were of people's feelings.
Didn't anyone on the staff stop
for a moment toconsider whether
this or that "funny" might possi
bly embarrass or offend the target
of his/her humor? (Not to men
tion the reader).
Using the publicforum to"satir
ize" (slander?) our friends and
colleagues on campus is not jour
nalism. It's violence. Instructors
cannot and should not get away
with that kind of behavior in the
public forum of the classroom.
Vista staff should not get away
with it in the press. Both aca
demic freedom and freedom of
the press entail accountability.
What is more, abusing the
press as your March 29th issue
did tends to say something to our
public about USD students that I
have not found in my three years
here: namely, that our undergrads
are rude and insensitive. In this,
you have told the public a bold
faced lie, and I think you owe
everyone on this campus an apolo
gyThe Vista has hit rock bottom.
As you noted on pg. 2, "We have
attempted to offend everyone..."
I'm afraid you achieved your
goal, and somehow that just
doesn't get me into the spirit of
the April Fool's season. In fact,
the paper was down right depress
ing.
With hope for '84-'85
(Rev.) Ronald A. Pachence, Chair
person
Dept. of Religious Studies

Thank
You
Dear Editor,
The brothers of Sigma Chi
Alpha would like to extend a
welcome and a thank-you. First,
WELCOME GAMMA PHI
BET A! Your addition to the Greek
scene at U.S.D- is a definite plus.
It shows the increased interest in
and support of Greek organiza
tions on our campus. Together,
all Greek organizations on our
campus. Together, all Greek organizations provide opportunities and
events for the whole school. Con
gratulations and Good Luck to
all the girls in Gamma Phi Beta.
Second, our colony would like
to say "Thank-You" to the U.S.D.
Food Service. They provide an
invaluable service to the school
with the special meal requests. It
is a tedious job providing for
example sacked lunches for 100
people or items for a big BBQ. By
letting us sign away meals we
have been able to enjoy many

memorable BBQ's of our own.
With the help of Food Service
personnel and staff, our fund
raiser this past weekend, Break
fast-in-Bed was very successful in
that all proceeds went to charity.
We will continue to utilize this
great service the Food Service
provides for future memorable
functions and successful fund
raisers. Thanks Mary, Caryn,
Therese, Jose, Barbara, and the
whole crew at Food Service.
Paul Garson, Chapter Editor
for the brothers of Sigma Chi
Alpha

Correction
Dear Editor:
In-last week's V I S T A article
review of the 5th Annual "Night
in Atlantic City" Casino Night,
Ed de Merlier inadvertently cre
dited Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity
for the success of the entire event.
Although we would like toaccept
full credit, equal credit must go
to the sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
and Zeta Tau Alpha Sororities as
well. Without their added sup
port, along with that of the Asso
ciated Student Body, the event
couldn't have occurred.
Thank You!
THE BROTHERS OF PHI
KAPPA THETA FRATERNITY

The Vista welcomes "Letter to the Editor" from students,
faculty, and others. All letters must be typed (double-spaced 65
space line.). Letters which are submitted, must be accompanied
by the author's name and phone number for verification pur
poses. Names will be withheld upon request. The Editor retains
the right not to print any letter which is found to be obscene,
slanderous or libelous.
All letters must be submitted before 5:00 p.m. on Monday
for publication in the Thursday issue. The Vista office is located
on the ground floor of Serra Hall across from the Snack Bar.

Vista Staff
Editor-in-Chief
Carol D. Damon
Associate Editor
Joseph P. Mularky

Business Manager
Vince Kasperick

Entertainment Editor
Arian Collins

Sports Editor
Emily Schell
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B. Verre
Michael Berman

Assistant Scene Editor
Michael Hall

Copy Editor
Dwayne Conn
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Andy Wasa

Distribution Manager

Timothy Rawley
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All articles printed in the V i s t a represent the opinions of
the individual authors and not necessarily those of the Vista
and its staff.

April

Candy Sale: Alpha Delta Pi is selling Hershey's candy, see your
favorite ADPi on campus to make your purchase.

HEALTH CENTER ALERT — In order to provide the best service
to the largest number of students:
1)Please phone early in the morning for an appointment.
2) Please phone in to cancel if you cannot keep your appointment. By
failing todo so, youare preventing one other student from being seen.
CHEERLEADER, YELL LEADER AND MASCOTS TRYOUTS, April 10, 1984 at 5:30 p.m. Open to male and female
candidates. Applications available in ASB office. Deadline for appli
cation submission: Saturday, April 7,1984. Clinics: Thursday, April
5, at 5:30 p.m. and Saturday, April 7, at 10:00 a.m. located in the gym
behing the bleachers. Good luck!
"SISTERS AND THE COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA" their
founder is called a prophet of the communication age...a new 16mm
film presentation. Showing: April 10, 1984, Tuesday. 11:15 a.m.
Manchester Building, #202. For more information, call Daughters of
St. Paul Catholic Book &. Film Center. 1570 Fifth Avenue, San
Diego, CA
THE MARONITE LITURGY, that is Mass according to the Maronite Rite, will be celebrated for the USD community on Sunday
Evening, 7:30, April 8, in the Immaculata by Fr. Dennis Krouse. All
are invited.
1984 Summer Supplement Financial Aid Applications are now
available in the Financial Aid Office. While the priority deadline for
applying for summer financial aid is April 27th, the applications will
be processed on a first-come,
first-served basis. To be considered for
summer financial aid, students must have a 1983-84 or 1984-85
S A AC or FAF(processed by CSS) on file in the Financial Aid Office.
Congratulations to Scott Castillo, winner of the beer raffle spon
sored by Alpha Kappa P»i. Our lucky winner's name was drawn last
Friday at the Halcyon . .G. Please join us for another exciting T.G.
this Friday, April 6 from 3:30 - 7:30 at the Halcyon.
Senior Class Wine and Cheese Reception on Thursday April 5th in
Camino L-Shaped Lounge 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
EASTER BASKET SALE — The Biology Club is selling Easter
baskets and assorted goodies on April 12 and 13, from 10:00 to 1:00
in front of Serra Ha11. So hop on over and fill an Easter basket for your
favorite bunny.

FOR THE UPCOMING WEEK,
THE FILM FORUM PRESENTS:
4/7 American Graffiti
7 PM
4/9 For Your Eyes Only
9 PM
4/10 Octopussy
9 PM
4/11 Never Say Never Again
9 PM
All the films were to be shown at the Manchester Auditorium
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Not Your Average
Beauty Queen

Campus Notes
MAY GRADUATES: Individual name cards for announcements
can be ordered at a cost of $7.50 per 100 (single line only) or $9.50
per 100 (double line, name and degree). Bookstore.

5, 1984

by Michelle Millard
Beth Frenken, a junior atUSD,
was recendy crownedMiss Lemon
Grove 1984, at this year's Fairest
of the Fair beauty pageant.
The pageant was sponsored by
the Lemon Grove Rotary Club
and the Chamber of Commerce.
As Miss Lemon Grove, Frenken
will represent her community for
this year'sactivities, such as grand
openings, parades, and Padres
games.
As a winner of this competi
tion, Frenken will be contending
along with 26 other community
finalists for the title of 1984 Fair
est of the Fair.
The final selection will take
place May 18th, at 7:30 pm, at
rhe East County Performing Arts
Center. The winner of this con
test will act as the official greeter
for the 1984 Del Mar Fair,(which
this year runs from June 14 until
July 1st)
By receiving the initial title of
Miss Lemon Grove, Frenken was
given a swimsuit and an evening
gown, both of which she will use
in the final competition. More
importantly, she nabbed a $895
scholarship from John Robert
Powers modeling school, a $225
PBX scholarship from the Amer
ican Business College of San Diego,
and a $155 scholarship from
Fashion Careers of California.
If she emerges victorious on
May 18th, she will receive over
$12,000 worth of cash, prizes,
and scholarships.
Frenken is currently studying
political science and journalism.
She is an intern at Channel 10
News who entered the contest on
the spur of the moment, because
she hopes to start a career as a
political journalist and felt that
this might "open some doors"
for her.

Beth was somewhat shocked at
her victory. She said that she had
entered the competition quite
late, and therefore really didn't
even have a chance to be nervous.
Frenken said that 70% of the
contest was based on the women's
ability to answer a question, given
only five minutes of preparation
time.
She was asked who had influ
enced her the most in her life,
and she said that it had been her
grandmother, because her grand

From Camino Theatre, thecere
monies will move to the front of
the Copley Library around 2:30.

The dedication ceremony will
include music from the Univer
sity Choir, the deposit of a USD
time capsule, and numerous other
surprises. Please come out and be
a part of this memorable moment
as USD continues to grow as an
excellent academic institution.

mother had taught her "how to
set goals and values, and most
importantly to think of others."
As for Beth, she felt that the
judges were influenced by the
fact that she was a college stu
dent, and had established signifi
cant career goals. She is glad to
see that beauty contests nowa
days aren't based solely onappear
ances, but on whether or not a
woman possesses intelligence and
is doing something important with
her life.

Copley Library Dedicated

FALL 1984 ON-CAMPUS HOUSING
—$100 Room Reservation deposit paid to Cashier (DeSales 103) April
9-May 3.
—Bring receipt to Housing Office (Mission Crossroads) to choose sign
up option. (Squatter's Rights, Lottery etc.)
—Squatter's Right option available April 9-April 27.
—Last day to enter Lottery May 3.
—Room sign up weekend May 5-6.
—Housing is not guaranteed until the necessary forms and 1984-85
Housing and Food Service Contract is completed and on file in Housing
Office.
—See Housing Sign-up Information flyer for details or call the Housing
Office 293-7391.

All students are cordially in-

ceremonies of the Helen K and
James D. Copley Library on Sun
day, April 8th, at 2:00 p.m. The
ceremonies will begin in the
Camino Theatre, with Mrs.
Katherine Graham, Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer ot The
Washington Post Company.

TAY SACHS
SCREENING
Wednesday April 11
9 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Thursday April 12
12:30 - 2:45
Student Union

For more information contact
Julie Ann Nathanson
488-6059
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Generic Hamsters

Felines Terrorize Campus
by Morris LeChat
.Gigantic cats have taken over
USD's campus. More than nine
huge cats have been seen roaming
around the campus at all hours of
the day and night. Many students
have gotten quite a scare when
they've come across some of the
oversized felines, which isn't
surprising if you've seen the ac
tual site of some of the cats. Josh
Nelson has seen one up close and
won't soon forget it. "When I
walked out of my class at about
7:30 at night I turned the corner

and got an eyeful of the biggest
pussy I'd ever seen. The thing
came all the way up to my waist."
Many other students have also
been overcome by the mammoth
cats and have tried to get school
officials to rid the campus of the
purring pests. "Hey, I don't have
nothin' to do with no kitties,"
pointed out security guard Stan
Winsom. "That's the problem of
the animal control people. We
don't do thatkinda thing, we just
write citations, that's all we do,
and that's all we're paid to do."

Golf Tragedy
by Jim Locker
Tragedy struck a fateful blow
at the Andy Williams, Univer
sity of San Diego Open yesterday
when thousands of golf fans, spec
tators, players, and even caddies
suddenly disappeared from sight
during the thirteenth hold of the
nationally televised tournament.
Then suddenly, just as mysteri-

ously, all of the people reap
peared again just moments later.
But jsut when things seemed back
to normal the bizarre occurrence
happened again, and again, and
then it became more frequent
and finally my TV screen went
completely blank and I had to
call in a repair man. More on this
as it develops.

Long Hot (Almost
Summer) Afternoons
There 1 was, sitting in my midafternoon econ class when it hit.
The prof made a joke (I feel it is
my duty to laugh, no matter how
badn the joke really is). Wow,
like that really made my day, 1
wonder if it was good for him.
My eyes wander towards the
window and I watch a palm tree
dance and sway to the music of
the wind. How can such a boring
class make you feel so philoso
phical, like you own the world?
As I drift back toward reality, he
asks a question. In almost a Pavlovian response, my hand is slowly
drawn towards the ceiling (not
too high, not too low, but in just
a casual sense — just so he knows
my hand still has four fingers and
a thumb). He calls on someone
else (the benefits of sitting in the
back) and they mumble some
earth-shattering quote from the
book. The prof fumbles with his
chalk and goes on.
I contemplate how many blank
stares he is actually looking into
(mine included), and sometimes
I wonder just how many chips
there really are in a Chips Ahoy
cookie. I play a couple of games
of tic-tac-toe solitaire (won two,
lost one). How many different
things can I think of to do to keep
from passing out? The warm
breeze, the hot sun, and the bor
ing monologue turn my mind to
jello. Did you ever stop to think
that people only become profes
sors because they couldn't cut it
one more joke like that and he'll
need serious mental, and psychiactric, attention).
He begins to distribute some
paper that (supposedly) will help

me with something (somehow,
someday). I graciously accept my
award and await the final minutes
of class (is someone messing with
my mind, or does my watch tick
slower and slowe as the end draws
near). The countdown continues
on in my mind. Jealous thoughts
fill my head (like my roommate
who's out in the sun, or my girl
friend who's home sleeping, with
just about anyone who is not in
this class right now). WHEW!!
It's over. I seriously didn't know
if I could take much more. By the
way, how long is it till the end of
the semester? How long do I have
before I must return to this room
for the honor and the privilege of
enjoying another ninety-minute
monologue (which works out to
54,000 of those little ticks, if you
really get bored enough to count)
with Mr. Personality and his
magic chalk.
What's that? Test next week? I
may just study for it, if I can stay
awake.

When asked if the cats had
harmed anyone as yet, Winsom
replied, "No, we haven't gotten
any reports concerning the said
felines and any subersive activi
ties." But when questioned con
cerning the four mysterious
campus deaths that occurred
last week in which the victims
were severely mauled, Winsom
claimed that the deaths were just
due to a freak boating accident.
The Vistu will keep you updated
on this problem in the years to
come. And remember, let's he
careful out there.

Tragic Death
Dive
by Josh Ing
When Johnny Morgan, a 6th
grader at Fairfax Elementary, got
home from school one day last
week he was told by his father
that tragedy had struck their fam
ily with a fateful blow. "Is it about
mom? Did her plane get in okay?"
the innocent boy asked as a soli
tary tear ran down his youthful
cheek. His father sat the boy
down and looked into his big

brown eyes. "No son, your
mommy's just fine, but your
model of the DC-10 fell off the
shelf and broke into a million
pieces." The boy sat motionless
staring down at the floor. "No,
dad, it can't be true! Anything
but that!" The shattered boy then
threw himself off the second
story balcony, landing on his
mother, and instantly killing
them both.
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Senior
Reception
Today
Camino
LShape Lounge
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McNichols:
Professor and Author

I

Have you ever wondered who
writes the books which we high
light with florescent yellow
markers? If you happen to be in
Business 144, Business Policy,
you might be in tor a surprise.
The Policy teacher. Professor
Thomas McNichols, wrote the
book utilized in the class. The
book is entitled "Policymaking
and Executive Action." He has
also written "Executive Policy
and Strategic Planning." Both
books are published by McGraw
Hill. "Policymaking and Execu
tive Action" is in its sixth edition.
Professor McNichols is also
working on another book.
Dr. McNichols is somewhat
new to USD. He is here for a year
from the J.L. Kellogg Graduate
School of Management at North
western University in Illinois
where he was Assistant Dean of
the Executive program. He has
also done extensive consulting
work.
When asked how long it took
him to write the books, he simply
said "over twenty years." He

elaborated, saying that he con
tinually revises his work.
Talking with various students
from his classes, all seem to be in
agreement that he is an intelli
gent, assured teacher who reflects

New Snack Bar
Policy In Effect
Since the Serra Hall Snack Bar
was renovated there has been a
continuing problem with its use.
The problem involves the theft
of food by certain users of the
facility. These individuals con
sume food while waiting in line
or put food items in their back
packs and leave withoug paying
for the food.
Because of this continuing prob
lem it is necessary to add 5 - 10%
to the budget, on a yearly basis,
to cover the cost of loss from
theft. There is also a misconcep
tion that the University is not
concerned with the problem of
theft.
In an effort to remedy this

YOU CAN LEARN BOTH!
FINALLY' A SPEED READING PROGRAM THAT CUTS YOUR
READING TIME WITHOUT SACRIFICING COMPREHENSION OR RECALL!

FAST AND SMART ... ISN'T THAT HOW YOU WANT TO READ?
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EDUCATIONAL
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Purchase a Round Trip ticket to Europe, Asia, or the
South Pacific from us at low student fares and
receive your choice of the following gifts:
1) An international Student I.D. Card
2) "Let's Go Europe" (a guide for the budget traveler)
3) An undercover passport carrier
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a professional attitude. It is this
attitude which has earned him
the respect of both faculty and
students. Overall, 1 think he de
serves an "A" at this midterm
time.

situation a new policy about use
of the Snack Bar will go into
effect on Monday, April 9,1984.
From that date forward persons
observed consuming food in the
snack bar area or putting food in
their backpacks and exiting with
out paying will be contacted and
referred to a food service man
ager or supervisor. There will be
an automatic $25 fine for this
violation. A second violation will
result in more severe penalty.
It is hopeful that this measure
will make people more aware of
the need to be responsible in the
use of the Snack Bar and make it
a more pleasant area in which to
dine.

Classifieds
Typing—$ 1.00 per page!
Call ANIMUS TYPING
295-4713
Ask for Greg
BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL
MAJORS. Highly responsibleposi
tions for college seniors and gradu
ates (through age 34) in financial
and logistic support. The Navy
Supply Corps needs highly quali
fied, dynamic individuals to lead
and manage large inventory and
financial networks. Salary $18,500
to start, $34,000 after 4 years.
Excellent benefits package. Need
BA/BS, U.S. citizenship. Call
Naval Management Programs,
293-6746, Mon.-Wed., 8 a.m..
4 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Quick
and convenient. Only $1 pier page.
Contact Sheri, Ext. 4716 or
565-7450.
STUDENT DISCOUNT DAY
every Wednesday. 30% off entire
purchase. Must have student ID
to qualify. Thrift Village, 7011
Linda Vista Rd., 750 12th St.,
7875 Broadway, Lemon Grove,
300 W. Main, El Cajon.
Fresh innovative salesgirls need
ed at the shop for Papa Gallo in
La Jolla. Experience necessary.
Fulltime preferred. Contact Vict
oria at 459-0609. 7458 Girard
Ave., La Jolla
Friends of Patricia, tired of play
ing straight? An independent sup
port group is available. Confiden
tiality is assured. For informa

tion contact G.L.U.S.D. at Box
83065, San Diego, CA 92138.
DISCOUNT WORD PRO
CESSING SERVICE. Call Jane
at 560-6670. $1.25/page*.
*Term papers, *dissertations,
resumes, letters.
SENIOR NURSE STUDENTS
ADVENTURE...CHALLENGE
...PROFESSIONALISM! An ex
citing job with opportunities for
worldwide travel, career develop
ment, professional growth, excel
lent benefits. BSN graduates or
senior students are eligible. If
vou're going to be someone,
special...Be a Navy Nurse! For
more information call collect
293-6691, Monday-Wednesday,
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
THINKING ABC" T GRAD
SCHOOL? How \vi you match
your undergraduate and graduate
curriculums? What is your stra
tegy? Avoid the three boxes of
life. Explore your options. Act
today. Send $2 tor our Learning
for a Lifetime primer Cheshire
Company (USD) P.O. Box 2219,
West Springfield, VA 22152.
SUMMER JOBS
Jobs are available for Summer
1984 at the Mission Bay Aquatic
Center. Clerical, Maintenance,
Instructional (must have exten
sive skills) and Custodial. Special
program for students 21 and
under and who are self-support
ing (51 percent). Apply in person
at the MBAC in Mission Beach.
Call 488-1036 tor info. Apply
immediately.
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Get Involved

ASB Opportunities
With the elections concluding
this week for the 1984-1985
A.S.B. executive offices, a num
ber of directorships and commit
tees shall become available to
petitioners. The procedure for
the filling of the directorship
offices is one of appointment by
the newly elected ASB President
and then approval by the Student
Senate.
1) Speakers Bureau: responsi
ble for programmi ng guest speak
ers for the year; and establish a
University Speakers Bureau Com
mittee.
2) Film Forum: responsible for
programming and running the
films all year.
3) Cultural Arts: responsible
for programmingon-campuscultural activities; providing tickets
to area entertainment; and the
organization of the noontime con
cert series in the French Parlor.
4) Bullpen Director: responsi
ble for programming noontime
concerts in the Student Union;
Big Screen programming; and
special Big Screen events.
5) Lark Director: responsible
tor programming a series of Study
Break events each semester in the
Student Union; Help out with
other events like the Talent Show.
6) Press Secretary: responsible
tor writing articles for ASB mem
bers to submit in student publi
cation?, newspapers, and infor
mation sheets.
7) Vista Editor: responsible for
editing, budgeting, heading Vista
staff, publication, and organiza
tion of student newspaper, Vista.
8) Vista Business Editor: respon
sible for the business and finance
of the Vista.
9) Yearbook Editor: responsible
for organization, publication, bud
geting, and staff of USD year
book, Alcala.
10) Yearbook Business Editor:
responsible for business and fi
nance of the yearbook.
11) Election Committee: respon
sible under the Secretary of Jus
tice to decide on poll dates and
time, referendum clarity, and fair
voting procedures.
12) Student Court: responsible

for making decisions on traffic
by Siobhan Taber
answer right. The only question
appeals and parking regulations,
Last Tuesday night, March 27th, They ranged from how the room
they missed was worth 25 points
and reviewing the constitutional Phase B residence council held mate would rate their own pair ot
and was a tricky one — the color
ity of all legislation passed by The Room- mate Game. The Room legs, to whom, at U.S.D. would
of their room-mates tooth brush.
Student Senate.
mate is similar to The Newly be their room-mate's dreamAll the other contestants got this
13) Social Etents Committee: Wed Game, but there is a differ date...partners were astonished
one right. Peter said John's tooth
responsible for working with the ence. Room-mates replace the to find out they had to answer
brush was red. John said it was
General Social Chairman in estab- newlywed couple in finding out that question!
blue.
Instead of giving the high
lishing, organizing, and running just how much they really know
Answers to some of the other
five
they
just looked at each
ASB social events.
questions
were
also
unexpected
about each other.
other, exchanged verbal words
14) Community Sertices: respon
First, the Phase B residence and unusual. When Elizabeth
and couldn't believe they had
sible for organizing and coordi council had to come down to Calfee had to answer which class
nating events in which students four finalist, one from each build she hated the most, she answered,
missed that question. As Johnny
participate positively in commu ing. In order to do this each dorm "Q.B.A."Unfortunately Elizabeth
Mc exclaimed this was "just like
nity service projects.
the T.V. show!"
building held a mini version of doesn't take Q.B.A. which she
15) Controller: responsible for the Room-mate Game. The remembered as soon as her room
In last place with 45 points
maintenance of ASB books and winners of each building com mate, Michelle Tiffany informed
were Kathy Coy and Jane Borrecognition of revenue and expen peted against the winners from her.
gesen from San Luis Obispo.
ses of the ASB.
The game was very exciting Third place with 55 points were
the other buildings.
16) Internal Audit Committee:
The finalist from San Juan were and humerous. The last question Greg Bertrand and Don Cava
responsible for a continual audit sophomores Elizabeth Calfee and of the night was to name their
nagh from San Miguel, second
of ASB accounting books, and Michelle Tiffany. These two were room-mate's sexiest friend of the
place with 65 points were Eliza
comparison of actual accounts cousins who have known each opposite sex!! Members of the
beth Calfee and Michele Tiffany.
with account entries.
And the winners of an ice-cream
other for the past 18 years and audience asked to see the room
17) Internal audit committee have roomed together for the mate's sexiest friend.
social for San Rafael were John
chairman: heads and controls the past two years. Next, from San
Morris and Peter Andrade. Con
The room-mates who knew
internal audit committee.
gratulations to the finalist who
the
most
about
each
other
were
Raphael, also sophomores were
18) Budget Committee: a budge John Morris and Peter Andrade. John Morris and Peter Andrade.
won a pizza. Oh, and Peter, John's
tary review board which is the John and Peter have known each These two got practically every
toothbrush is blue!
final process of appeals for funds other the past nine years and
by ASB organizations; responsi have also roomed together for
ble for checking for misuse of the past two years. In San Miguel
WRITING CLINIC
funds.
were juniors Gred Bertrand and
19) Evaluations Committee: Don Cavanagh who have roomed
CAMINO 181-A, Ext. 4581**
works with the Secretary of Stu together for the past seven
dent Services to collect and pub months. The fourth building, San
Spring Hours
lish student evaluations of classes Luis Obispo, had finalist fresh
Monday - Wednesday 8 am - 8 pm
and professors for student use.
man Kathy Coy and Jane Bor20) Sign Shop: responsible for gesen, who had also roomed to
Thursday 8-11 am & 12:30-8 pm
campus advertising of events and gether for the past seven months.
Friday 8 am - 5 pm
keeping University policy regard
The judges for the game were
Saturday <Se Sunday 10 am - 4 pm
ing on-campusadvertising; works Mary Pat Hoffman and Don
closely with the Secretary of Com Pannier who made sure there
munications.
* *Please come in or call in advance for an
wasn't any cheating and answered
21) Spirit Committee: works with any questions the contestants had.
appointment.
the Secretary of Athletics in pro They had a horn nearby to re
moting school spirit at various spond for them; one toot for no,
sporting events.
two toots for yes.
22) Academic Research Grant
Mr. Johnny Mac was the M.C.
Screening Board: works with Secre for the show. He entertained us
tary of Academics in screening all with his funny remarks and
WITH
A.R.G.S.B. applicants.
quick-witted humor. His outfit
23) Student Life Committee: for the night was dark sunglasses,
works exclusively with the Secre green pants, green checked blazer
tary of Student services in meet and a bright yellow tie. He should
ing and discussing various stu give Jackson Mueke a run for his
dent problems.
Airfares • Int'l Student I.D.'s • Tours
money. Johnny Mac had us all
Petitions will be made available laughing and was even a better
LA to LONDON $320/One Way—BUY NOW FOR SUMMER
on Tuesday, April 24, 1984 in dresser then Mueke.
1551 CAMINO DEL RIO SOUTH • SUITE 202
the ASB Office.
The contestants were given a
692-9213
variety of questions to answer.

GO AWAY
STUDENT
TRAVEL
NETWORK

College Visitation
Day Saturday
by Sharon Stegmuller
On Saturday, April 7, the camp
us will host approximately 1200
accepted students for the annual
College Visiting Day. Thirty or
so USD students will serve as
tour guides to show the students
the campus. Although all of the
students have been accepted to
the University, many have not
seen the campus.Tours will begin
at 11:30 and conclude at 4:00.
The Office of Admissions
stresses that College Visiting Day
is an important event because the
students are able to view the
campus, meet with some of the
faculty, and talk with some of the
students. It gives the prospective
USD student one more impres-

How Well Do You
Know Your Roommate?

sion of USD from which to make
a decision about his future educa
tion.
Check in begins at 12:30 and
President Hughes will welcome
everyone at 1:00 pm. There are
three sessions that students may
attend that introduce the students
to some of the opportunities USD
has to offer. Financial Aid, The
Honors Program, Religious Stu
dies, N.R.O.T.C., Pre-Law Advis
ing, Music, and Art are among
the various topics that will be
covered.
The bookstore will be open on
Saturday from 11:00 am to 3:30
pm in order that students may
prepare themselves for the high
cost of next year's books.
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Yes: Fresh and Positive
by Arian Collins
It's been sixteen years since
vocalist Jon Anderson and-bas
sist Chris Squire met in an Eng
lish pub and founded the pro
gressive techno-rock band Yes.
And since then, Yes has expe
rienced eight line-up changes,
three guitarists, four keyboard
ists, two drummers, and two
vocalists. Only Chris Squire has
stuck it out through all the
changes.
But the last line- up of the band
is one of the more interesting.
Tony Kaye (Keyboards) and Jon
Anderson two original members
of the group have returned replac
ing the former Buggies members
Geoff Downes (now with Asia)
and Trevor Horn (now a pro
ducer) who had replaced Rick
Wakeman and Jon Anderson.
Confusing? This isn't half of the
story, but 1 don't have the time,
nor the space to write it all.
The newly refounded Yes re
leased a new album last year,
90125, and have begun an exten
sive world tour. In this age of
New Wave, Heavy Metal, and
mainstream pop, Yes' sound is
refreshing. The result is the band's
second platinum album and a
sold out tour.
Last Tuesday, March 27th, Yes
performed at the massive Sports
Arena. The audience was enthu
siastic, the band was energetic,
and the show was an overall suc
cess. New guitarist Trevor Rabin
has stepped into former Guitarist
Steve Howe's shoes well. Al
though he lacks Howe's intricate,
classical style, he makes up for
that in energy and appeal.

Interview

Photo by Leonard Brennen
The lighting and laser effects
were outstanding. This was espe
cially evident during the perfor
mance at "Owner of a Lonely
Heart." All members got their
own solos, but Squire stole the
show with a bass medley of "The
Fish," "Tempus Fugit," and
"Amazing Grace." Dressed the
strangest in a suit that made him
look like he was ready to be
tested in a wind tunnel, Squire
bounced and danced about the
stage.
Yes performed songs from
the latest LP, Yes Album, Fragile,
and Close to the Edge. Although

^
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by Rich Strobel
and Marc Zerwick Woolfe
Hole in the wall bars aren't
hard to find, especially in Ocean
Beach. There are a lot of bars out
there that don't have neon lights,
discoteque dance floors and
women in tight-fitting jeans, i.e.
Flannigans, Diegos, etc...and
among these "dives" as some
people call them, about the only
"real" thing you're probably
gonna find is hard working,
honest people trying to make a
living.
The Texas Tea House Bar and
Grill in Ocean Beach is just such
a place. Owned and operated for
the last three years by Henry
Diaz, the Tea House is a cozy little
place to kick back and listen to
live music for no cover charge.
Diaz is proud of his little bar
and grill. And by talking with
him, one can only appreciate the
pride and enthusiasm that this
man has to share with the public.
Henry's personal achievement is
but a part of the atmosphere of
the Tea House.
When he was 15, Henry Diaz
these songs came out between
1971-1973, they sounded fresh left Mexico City to come to the
U .S.; his first job was a laborer in
and were delivered as such.
Anderson proved once again a packing shed. As time went by,
that he is the ultra unassuming opportunity allowed Diaz to be
frontman and possesser of one of come involved with the restaurant
the highest pitched voices. Dress business in Texas. By the time
ed all in white, and hair cut much Henry came toSan Diego, he was
shorter than in past years, he let a seasoned operator. He set up
Rabin and Squire be the centers the first Denny's in San Diego,
located on Pacific Highway. But
of attention.
Yes had proved to be a force in still Diaz had a dream to fulfill,
the '80's when critics were pre operating his own place. Next
pared to bury them with '70's stop. Ocean Beach and the Texas
rock dinosaurs. The band's faces Tea House.
have changed, but it has faced the
Probably the one thing that
amazed me the most about Henry
changes.

was his appreciation of music.
"Musiciansare really good people
but they're in a tough business.
In their business you either make
it or break it. I don't call the Tea
House a bar, 1 call it a musician's
workshop."
The musicians that play at the
Tea House, play for free, and that
includes a wide variety from
country to the blues to Rock
n'Roll.
What kind of people are you
going to find at the Tea House?
Musicians and music lovers. All
musicians are welcome to play at
the Tea House, and on any given
night one might hear three dif
ferent acts.
If you're wondering about the
quality of the music, let me tell
you from experience that it's
excellent.
Sunday evening after my inter
view with Henry Diaz, I had the
pleasure of hearing a good coun
try act, "Free Rural Delivery."
Cowboy Lenny's rhythm guitar
and lead vocals describes the
music they play as "real country
music." They play the originals
from the AO's through the '70's.
When asked his personal opin
ion of the Tea House, Cowboy
replied, "It's small but it's beau
tiful; in fact, some of the best
music the band has ever played
has been here at the Tea House."
The Texas Tea House is located
at 4970 Voltaire. The hours are
11:00 a.m. till closing. Like all
other bars, the Tea House serves
liquor and beer on tap, plus 60
different labeled beers from
around the world.

The Track Is Set for Wire Train

by Arian Collins
On March 28th I had the oppor
tunity to interview Kurt Herr, guita
rist, vocalist, and song utiter of the
group Wire Train. Herr looked
exhausted only three hours before his
band was to open for Big Country at
the Fox Theatre.
Sitting at the end of a long, nar
row dressing room beneath the Fox
stage, Herr discussed the highs and
lows of a band still trying to make a
mark in the difficult world of the
music business.
Vista: What leg of your tour are
you on now?
Herr: Towards the end. We just
have two more weeks and that's
it. April 2nd is our last show.
We've been out since January
10th.
Vista: Where will you end up on
this tour?
Herr: Santa Barbara is our last
show. We have a couple of home
coming shows in San Francisco.
Vista: You've had a lot of diffi
culty with your rhythm section

in the past. I've read that you've
had to change bassists and drum
mers several times. Do you think
that's because you and Kevin
Hunter (vocalist, guitarist, song
writer) are difficult people to get
along with or are you very strict
in your musical views?
Herr No, when we first got started
we weren't real serious. We were
just performing as a joke and it
was a release for us. We didn't
know what a rhythm section was.
At that time we just got people to
play. Drummers tend to be flakey. That's like their natural
rhythm or something. So w-e got
Frederico (Gil-Sola, drummer)
and he's been real steady for us.
Anders (Rundbland, bassist) too.
The bass player we started out
with originally didn't know howto play.
Vista: When did you realize that
this band could be a career for
you?
Herr: Well, it sort of got serious
after three months. A song of

ours, "451", got played a lot on
college radio stations and was at
the top of their charts for like a
year.
Vista: How do you and Kevin
Hunter go about writing your
songs? Does one write the lyrics
and the other write the music or
do you switch off?
Herr: It alternates. Kevin usually
takes most of the lyrics. But mus
ically it can come one way or
another. Kevin comes up with an
idea and we get together and we
beat out the idea and make it into
a song. Or I have a song and if I
show it to Kevin we do the same
process. It depends. Sometimes
when we just jam around the stu
dio the songs just come out.
Vista: How do you go about
auditioning new members for a
group? Do you take ads out in the
newspapers or meet them through
friends?
Herr: Well, we picked up Frede
rico at an after hours club. We
were all bombed out of our minds

and it was like this little basement
hole. And there was this band
playing and he (Frederico) was
totally drunk and told the drum
mer to get off the stage and said
he could play much better than
this. He got up thre and started
bangin away. So we needed a
drummer and we thought, "that
guy bangs well!" So we asked him
to join. But he was with another
local band that was becoming
popular too. That broke up and
he joined up with us. We put out
ads and stuff. We had this little
card in a music store and Anders
was the only one that answered
the card. And he called up and
asks "Who are these Renegades?"
We were the Renegades then. He
came and played with us. He
thought we were pretty weird.
But it worked out. He's added a
bit of professionalism to the
music 'cause he's been playing
twelve to thirteen years. Of course
all the rest of us have been play
ing four to five years.

Vista: How did the group get its
current name?
Herr: That came from a sonc- V e
had a song called "Wire Train"
and it was another radio "hit." It
wasn't as big as "451." Our
album cover was going into press
and the day before the CBS lawy
ers called up and said there was a
whole legal battle over the name
Renegades. People were suing each
other for fifty to two-hundred
thousands of dollars. And they
(CBS) had just gone through a
whole thing where Wham had
put U.K. at the end. That's still
going through the courts whether
that justifies that they can call
themselves Wham. And that cost
them (CBS) two hundred thou
sand dollars in just lawyers' fees
and they don't even know if they
won. They sort of said to us,
"change your name." So it was
like we had one day. We don't
play the song "Wire Train" any
more. The song had a lot of
Continued on page 0
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Album Review

The Cure Cures the Curable
by Michael Berman
The Cure's new album, Japan
ese Whisp, is a prime example of
the current music trend that is
storming the music industry. The
album is energetic and fast
moving.
The album cover features
cherubs with song titles emanat
ing from their mouths. One
would think at first glance that
the album would be gospel or
other forms of Bible music. But
those who are fooled are in for a
big surprise. When you pull the
album jacket out the same picture
appears (so much for creativity).
The two most popular and best
songs on the album are "Lovercats" and "Let's Go to Bed."
"Lovercats" bass lead-in is great,
and the song moves nicely. The

Film Review

singer sounds like he is pleading
or whining at certain points, but
it proves effective. The addition
of cat-like sounds at certain points
adds an interesting and feline
quality to the overall tune. The
second song, "Let's Go to Bed,"
takes a more abstract form. The
song lyrics are much like the title.
Because of the few works in the
song, it is followed that much
easier. There is a recurring phrase
that goes "If you think you're
tired now, wait until three." Well,
what does he mean, tired of the
song or his company. Whatever
the answer, it seems somewhat
daunting. Overall it is a good
album. Its songs seem perfect for
the radio audience. The album is
available in those hip stores every
where and appears on Warner
Brothers Records.

Is Din a Great Tradition?

Flashdance II?

' y Rosemary Dettling

FOOTLOOSE won't rival
FLASHDANCE as the best
dance-movie of the year. Al
though it is a good movie, FOOTLOOSE could do with less talking
and more dancing. The dance
scenes are exhilarating and ener
getic. However, dancing alone
cannot make a movie. A good, or
if not good at least realistic, plot
must be present.
FOOTLOOSE's plot, written
by Dean Pitchford, is about the
teenage love of dance and the
efforts of one unhappy Chicago
boy who tries to persuade his
puritanical town to repeal its ban
on rock and dancing. Present-day

teenagers forbidden to listen to
even...Spandau Ballet?? Hardly
plausible for even a ten-yearold's imagination.

After stumbling early on with
an unrealistic plot, FOOTLOOSE
continues to fall with an endless
parade of speeches on the evils of
rock/dance. This narrowmindedness is carried on for too long and
the movie begins to sound
preachy.
Still, it's hard to hate FOOT
LOOSE. Aside from the plot, the
acting and dancing are excellent.
The talented cast—including
Kevin Bacon in the lead, Lori
Singer as the horny preacher's
daughter, John Lithgow as the

preacher himself and Christopher
Penn as Bacon's geeky pal—
manage to make an unbelievable
story-line more believable.
Although the dancing didn't
bring out the maniac in me, it was
far from boring. Bacon puts his
all into his gymnastic and dancing
moves—and it shows! The energy
is tangible. Christopher Penn's
awkward dancing sequences make
the film amusing and endearing.
With more of the energetic
dance scenes and less preaching,
FOOTLOOSE could have rivaled
FLASHDANCE. Instead, the
writers just chopped up FLASH
DANCE, watered it down, put in
a horrible plot and spit it all out,
thus creating...FOOTLOOSE.

L.A.'s Iron Curtain
by John Sanford
Berlin's new album, entitled
Love Life, has just been released.
The new hit band from L.A. has
put out another album that feeds
almost exclusively on sex. People
have been saying that the sexual
revolution has gone too far and
also that it is just getting started.
This album lays it all out in the
open.
The theme of the record is
definitely sexually oriented. Titles
of songs that suggest, if not state,
sexual conflict. The first track on
the record is called "When We
Make Love." It is filled with sex.
Not just sex but empty, hollowsex. "See my toys, we'll play the
game on my movie show—a line
of boys, an all night part in my
porno love." Lines like this are
littered throughout the record.
Although only four of the songs
deal explicitly with sex and drugs,

all of the songs contain some hint
of the latter.
Another song, "Touch," starts
off with, "You can buy me a
daiquiri. You can take me home
and tear my clothes off." The
song goes on to talk about Quaaludes and a man with a wife and
kids who is having an affair with
another woman. Talking about
sex or drugs is one thing but get
serious. Don't you think that it
has been beaten into the ground a
couple of times already? Songs
about bad love, pornography,
lovers not caring for each other,
lying, cheating, all have the same
basic theme. There is a lot of
careless, hollow lov- out there
and people are getting hurt be
cause of it. But what can we do to
change it? What can one person
do?
The last song on the album,

"Fall," brings us from darkness
and cold lust to the romance and
purity of falling in love. The last
line says, "Here comes the light,
your star will shine again," and
so we have been delivered from
evil once again.
Despite all the references of
sex, Berlin has done a good job of
hiding the words in the songs. A
casual listener without a lyric
sheet wouldn't even notice half
of what was said.
Berlin, whose first hit was aptly
named "Sex," is comprised of
Terri Nunn, who sings lead and
background vocals, and John
Crawford who plays bass and
sings background vocals. David
Diamond and Matt Reid play
synthesizer, Ric Olsen plays gui
tar, and Rob Brill plays drums.
The album was produced by Mike
Howlett.

by Rich Pietras
Vista readers may have won
dered if Entertainment Editor,
Arian Collins is bent on reviewing
every new record, or does he
receive kickbacks from high level
recording bigwigs? Without dis
closing anymore facts or falacies
about the mysterious Collins, I
will satisfy his or someone's thirst
for a review.
The Los Angeles based band,
Din, recently released the album
Great Tradition on the Rockshire
label. At first glance and listen.
Din looks and sounds like numer
ous other bands that try to ride
the coattails of the Fnglish Beat
to pop stardom.
Fortunately, Din or Rockshire
had the gumption to include the
lyrics for the album, thus setting
them apart from other bands
which incorporate incomprehen
sible and meaningless lyrics. It is

obvious that the band put consi
derable amounts of effort and
thought into their writing, which
is more than one can say about
established British dance bands.
Din also makes a noticable
effort to stay out of the rut dug
by their predecessors, as exhibited
by the fine guitar work of Phil
Clevenger. However, his clean
string-bending style is at times
drowned out by the high volume
drumming of Mike Malone and
the English beat "sour" sex style
of Clifford Mabra. When Malone
restrains himself and Mabra
"sweetens" up, the music really
flows.
Din is the typical MTV band,
and if they have not made a video
already, one is probably in the
making. However, where other
bands come and go with the
passing of a day, Din has enough
talent to survive the trendy music
style and market they are in.

7%Ji£Tfavd
YOUR COMPLETE TRAVEL SERVICE
AND AIRLINE TICKET OFFICE
INSTANTLY CONFIRMED COMPUTERIZED
AIR. CAR AND HOTEL RESERVATIONS
BOARDING PASSES
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARES* FROM SAN OIEGO TO:
LAX/LONDON charter May/June
2 month EurRail Youthpass
Youth Hostel pass

$619.99 RT
370.00
20.00

'restrictions apply

SPECIALISTS IN MEXICO AND HAWAII

295-0202

No Service Charge
5103 UNDA VISTA ROAD
next to Presidio

Free Parking
USD I.D. number for check acceptance
Next to Presidio Uquor
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The Loss of Marvin Gaye
by R. Pietras
Last week, one of R&.B and
Soul's most popular singer-song
writers, Marvin Gaye was shot to
death, allegedly by his father.
After a heated argument with
his 69-year-old father, a Pente
costal Minister, Gaye was slain
one day short of his 45th birth
day.
Gaye began his musical career
by singing with the widely ac
claimed Rainbows. Gaye then
formed his own group, the
Marquees, and recorded with
Blues-Rock legend, Bo Diddley.
In 1959 Gaye was signed by
Motown wizard Berry Gordy and
played drums for Smokey Robin
son and the Miracles. Gaye's
experiences with Diddley and
Robinson proved beneficial, for

he was soon cutting his own solo
singles.
In 1963, Gaye gained greater
success with the single "Can I
Get a Witness?" His popularity
had already spread across the
U.S. and now was beginning to
invade Europe. The Rolling
Stones did a version 9f "Can 1
Get a Witness?" on their debut
album and Gaye was now success
fully introduced to white rock
fans.
Gaye had already established
himself as a consistent, reliable
hit producer for Motown when
in 1968. His popularity soared,
with the remake of Gladys
Knight's "Heard it Through the
Grapevine." The song went to
number one on both sides of the
Atlantic and has now become a

rock classic.
However, despite his success,
Gaye ceased touring and went
into seclusion. He still put out
quality singles and record selling
albums for Motown, but his
family life was turbulent. His
wife filed for divorce and won a
two million dollar settlement.
Fans and producers thought
Gaye was washed up as a writer,
but in 1980 he made a remarkable
comeback with the million selling
"Sexual Healing." The former
king of Soul regained his throne
and his career looked even
brighter when "Grapevine" was
used in the movie, The Big Chill.
Gaye will be remembered as a
perfectionist as well as one of the
most original performers of our
time.

Smiths Not Ordinary
By Robert Driscoll
If you dreamed about this al
bum (The Smiths, Sire Records,
1984), you would be safe and
secure in your bed. I'm still trying
to decide, however, if the dream
would be a nightmare or a god
send—a nightmare if you spent
money on this album to enjoy it,
a godsend if you bought it to cure
your insomnia.

Interview

Johnny Marr, guitarist; Andy
Rourke, bassist; and Mike Joyce,
drummer; these musicians pro
vide perfect background music
for singer Morrisey's voice. The
music is repetitive and monoto
nous, lacking color and original
ity.
The phrase that comes to my
mind when 1 think of Morrisey's
voice is "monotonic dribble."

His voice has a range of about
four notes. Occasionally, he
bounces into a quasifalsetto
which sounds like a failed version
of the Bee Gees.
The majority of The Smiths'
music maintains a medium-slow
beat. This adds to their mono
tonous droning and wailing and
gnashing of teeth (the gnashing
teeth are mine, from being as

Three one act musicals will be presented in Camino Theatre on
Thursday — Sunday at 8 p.m. Tickets are $2.00 and are availa
ble at the door or in the Box Office.
saulted by this pseudo-music).
mising new musical arrival," and
The press release for this album they were voted Best Musical Act
states, "There really isn't much of 1983 by the readers of New
room for anything but perfection Musical Express. It's not an
on this LP."The room, however, Emmy, for sure, but it boggles
must be about the size of an the mind to attempt to conceive
airplane hangar.
that someone actually enjoys...
Somehow, The Smiths are
Oh. Thealbum is over. I didn't
lauded as "England's most pro even notice.

The Track Is Set for Wire Train
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meaning at the time. It has to do
with a certain thought process.
So we sort of picked up the
name. I didn't hate it. Even now a
lot of people in San Francisco
writing about us say, "I still think
of you as the Renegades." And
that's the way I feel. We're still
the Renegades. It (Wire Tran)
wasn't really fitting. When we
were the Renegades, all I learned
was two chords.
Vista: Was the reason you called
yourselves Renegades because you
had a rough sound?
Herr: Yeah. It was just raw,
rough...sort of like giving a kid
his favorite toy and just going
wild. But I mean, wer were semipolitical. So sort of that way, the
Renegades. But now we're more
personal and we stay away from
politics.
Vista: Are you yourself from the
San Francisco area?
Herr: No.
Vista: Where are you from?
Herr: I grew up in a lot of differ
ent cities.
Visw: How has the band been
received around the country?
Herr: Quite well. There are
pockets. Certain areass. Because
of their (main act Big Country)
popularity. I think they're really
good, but there's this forced hipness towards them. The crowd
had been told by Rolling

Stone...every where you turn it's
"Rolling Stone's 'Band of the
Year,"' "Reader's 'Band of the
Year'" and everything. So it's
sort of in certain areas where
people have this hipness, this
attitude, where you get into snotty
attitudes where they don't have a
mind of their own. So they're
told what's hip. I'd say, though
that the places we haven't done
well, we've driven for 14 hours
and climbed out of this van that
we had. It's like we play L.A. and
the next day we played Tucson.
You'd crawl out of the van, sleep
ing with our equipment inside,
no windows, and no nothing.
Everyone's sick, and everyone's
handing each other colds. So it's
hard to get out there and push it
all the time. Or we're not well
received well 'cause of no publi
city.
Vista: When you're on tour are
you able to take time off and see
the cities that you're playing in?
Herr: It's not much time. Since at
the first part of the tour we were
playingclubs it was much harder.
'Cause at clubs you go on at
12:00 or 12:30 at night. Plus we
were loading and unloading all
our own equipment. So you get
out to the club and, you know,
you're dead. You don't get to bed
'til 3:30, 4:00. We've done, al
ready, 1500 miles. It takes a lot
out of you.

Vista: Are you in the process of
writing new songs yet?
Herr: Oh yeah. But it's really hard
to write when you're on the road.
Especially the way we work.
There's no' time for the band to
practice. You can't really intro
duce new ideas during a soundcheck. Because by the time you
set up the drums and the lights
thre's only time to do one of your
songs to see if the sound is good. I
don't have any real problems. I
have six songs I've written since
we've been on the road. They're
not finished, but as soon as I get a
week off I can finish them. I have
six strong ideas to work on. Kevin
writes a little different. He needs
time off to write. He's affected by
what goes on around him. And I
get frustrated and the more frus
trated I get, the more I write.
Vista: Do you have any plans to
come out with another album?
Herr: No, 'cause as it stands now,
we'll do another mini-tour. And
then we'll take some time off
from the mini-tour which we'll
probably use to work on new
songs. But the new Furs album is
coming out and they're doing a
tour. Right now it'sbeing worked
out where we might go on tour
with the Furs in July which pushes
our album back even further.
That will be over a year we
haven't done an album. We've
been working so much we haven't

had time to work on another
album. 'Cause actually our album
came out in January, but it was
recorded in July ( 1983). But they
(CBS)keptsaying"Oh, we'll put
itout next week." We all want to
(record a new album), but we
also want to keep working. You
keep working as long as you can
and get as much interest as you
can.
Vista: When the band writes a lot
of songs, who decides what goes
on the album and what songs get
left out?
Herr: Well, for the album we
went in and recorded fifteen basictracks. You start off with the
songs that you know. The ones
where you have everything work
ed out. So we had fifteen songs
and that's out of the hundreds
that we have. And after putting
nine songs down, we needed ten,
we thought "can't we just have
nine songs!?" (Laughs) One of
the songs we had trashed earlier
just started to work. We made
the album for less than $30,000.
Our album's been panned by
quite a few people, but we don't
have $ 100,000 to make an album.
It we did, it would be a much
better album. We get more moneynext time so... A little bit more.
Vista: Now that you've toured
extensively, do you think your
following has grown considerably?
Herr: Oh yeah. Because usually

our albums pick up (saleswise)
after we play. Like our record
isn't selling, it wasn't selling in
Boston. And now our record's
starting to sell. The orders are
starting to come in. 'Cause, you
know, there's no publicity when
we go into a town. But my brothe;
lives in Boston and he says h
can't turn a channel without he;'
ing something on Wire Tra.
You can walk down to the stores
now and there's all this publicity.
But before we played we could
get nothing. I believe that this
band has sold every record on its
own. No one has sold any of
these records but the band. It's
either because they've (the pub
lic) has heard us on the radio or
seen us live. We haven't gotten
any help from CBS, as far as
that'sconcerned. Up to this point,
now they're starting (to help)
since we're on a major tour. But
when wer were on our own small,
rinkv-dink tour, just surviving
da\ to day, we'd to into a town
and our records, people didn't
know who we were, they didn't
even know we were playing.
Vista: Must be kind of frustrating.
Herr: Oh yeah. But now with
CBS getting the records to the
stores with displays, now when
we play, people can go out and
buy the album.
Michael Cisneros helped with por
tions of this article.
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Special Kinds of Adoptions
by Sharon Stegmuller
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN:
Adopting a child is special in
its own way. The adoption of
handicapped and older children,
however, usually involves special
considerations.
"People ask us how we manage.
We tell them we're not special.
We just face things one day at a
time and seek out help when we
need it. It's important to remem
ber that children like Robbie are
children first of all, with the same
needs and wants as all children.
They just need an extra helping
hand," comments one mother
who sums up the sentiments ot
many others who have adopted
children with physical or mental
handicaps.
"One must consider the physi
cal layout of one's home and
evaluate its sateness" is one of
the aspects stressed by social
workers when dealing with pro
spective parents ot adoptive
children.
Another consideration not to
be ignored is the reaction that the
parent and the child will receive
from outsiders. "Because for
many years our society ignored
handicapped children, reactions
to the parents and children range

from stares and comments, to the
more common one of avoidance,"
says Maxine Phillips ot the Public
Affairs Committee.
Extra efforts often have to be
made in these kinds of situations
for the child to be able to interact
with others. Often parents seek
children with the same problems
as their own child so that their
child may not feel intimidated or
excluded.
The job of parenting a child
with a handicap is especially
strenuous, "but, as with any child,
the rewards are also great."
OLDER CHILDREN:
Older children also have their
special needs. Adjustment is the
key factor to the success or failure
of the adoption of an older child.
Most 10-15 year olds have prob
ably spent most of their lives in
foster care—probably in at least
two foster homes but maybe as
many as ten.
"Entering into a relationship
with an older child requires more
time and skill than with a younger
one" because the child has had a
harder time adapting to family
lifestyle due to his past experi
ences. A general attitude held by
many parents is that flexibility is

a vital part of the child's success
ful adjustment.
A situation in which a child is
introduced into an environment
where children already exist is
usually to the child's benefit.
Although some sibling rivalry
may exist, the child may be able
to form alliances with the other
children and, in turn, adults.
"The excitement of building a
family with individuals who al
ready have distinct personalities
is a reward discovered by many
parents who started out wanting
to adopt a young child. But be
aware that life is never dull or
calm, but a constant challenge,"
says Phillips.
TRANSRAC1AL ADOPTION:
A great number of adoptions
across racial lines seemed to be
taking place in the late 1960s and
early '70s. To begin with, Ameri
can Indian children were placed
with white families. Then, black
children—of black or mixed
parentage—were placed with
white families. Although the chil
dren were available and couples
wanted to adopt, in most cases,
too little thought was given to the
environment in which the chil
dren would live. Not enough

Roadtrips make you thank God
for the automobile, if nothing
else. My mom always reminds us
of the months of travel the pio
neers did on foot. And when the
pioneers got to Kingman,
Arizona, they loved the 120
degree vacation paradise. Well, it
may have only taken us a couple
ofhours to reach the Torrid Zone
of the Mojave Desert, but we
weren't dumb; we knew nobody
could love Kingman.
I always learn something new
about the members of my family
while on these "educational"
adventures. For example, 1 never
realized how much food my little
sister Liz can put away. While on
our vacation in Arizona in 1982,
Liz (alias Cannonball) proceeded
to win all of our "Hobo Joe's
Belly Look-Alike Contests."

It was in Mammoth, the sum
mer of 1981, that my sister Jean
picked up a little French. She was
dumbfounded by the popularity
of a soup she was not familiar
with. She announced to the
family, and half of the restaurant,
that soup de jour must be nor
thern California's favorite soup.
She had noticed that it had been
served at every restaurant we had
dined at for the last four nights.
My sister Ann and I find our
selves constantly being the butt
of our family's jokes onroadtrips,
that is when it comes to weak
bladders. So we have developed
an entertaining way to overcome
the others' criticism. We rate the
finer hotels' and restaurants' restrooms. We call it the Weedle
Queen's Ratings of the West
Coast's Facilities, the W.Q.R. of
the W.C.F. for short.
Trader Vic's of San Francisco
has thus far rated the highest with
a nine and a half. We are still in
search of the perfect ten.
Well, 1 guess every family has
funny idiosyncrasies that make
up its vacations. Whether it's
your dad wanting to drive through
a tree or your mom stopping up
traffic to take your picture in
front of a tee-pee, everything has
a funny side when your family is
involved. These are the things
that make you think back on the
laughs you shared last summer,
and look forward to this summer
and being on the road again.

Most AmericanIndian children
are now being placed with Indian
parents or with parents who have
some Indian heritage. More and
more Hispanic families are being
found for Hispanic children as
well.
TRANSNATIONAL ADOP
TION:
The popularity of transnational
adoption increased dramatically
after the second World War when
orphans were brought to the
United States. Moreover, the
Korean War produced the birth
of many half-Caucasian children,
many of which were later aban
doned. "From 1953 to 1975,
approximately 35,000 South

Korean children were adopted by
American families."
As a result of the "Declining
number of healthy white infants
available for adoption in the U.S.,
the number of transnational
adoptions has quadrupled from
approximately 1,600 in 1968 to
an estimated 6,500 in 1977."
Many adoptions take place be
tween American and Mexico as
well as South Korea.
American citizenship is not
automatically granted to children
from foreigncountries when they
are adopted by American citizens,
but they may file for naturaliza
tion of the child as soon as the
adoption is final in the U.S.
Many parents feel that adopted
foreign children should not be
rushed into their new culture.
Often they wait one or two years
before sending the child to school,
because the child will most likely
have a better command of the
language and they won't feel as
alienated from the other students.
Learning about the child's
culture and way of life is often
one of the most valuable rewards
from a transnational adoption,
says Phillips.

More Summer Jobs

Vacations on the Road
Family vacations are a unique
and enlightening experience.
Being "on the road again" gives
you a chance to both visit with
your family and a chance to test
your patience.Being from a family
of ten,Ihave had many memories
built on these family adventures.
When I was younger, we usu
ally took a plane on these excur
sions and we got to wherever we
were going quickly. Nowadays,
my parents have really gotten on
a "see the land, enjoy the gas
stations" kick. My dad gets off
on which county offers the cheap
est price for unleaded premium.

effort was made to recruit families
from the Indian and black com
munities.
As transracial adoption spread,
"The Associationof Black Social
Workers spearheaded opposition
to it and opened up avenues for
recruiting black adoptive families.
As a result, black children are
benefiting because they are more
likely to be placed in a comfort
able atmosphere," comments the
Public Affairs Committee in New
York.

The Student Employment
Center, located in Serra 317, has
more part-time jobs and fulltime summer jobs. Current job
listings are posted on the job
board and updated daily. This
service is free to all U.S.D. under-

THE SMART BIRDS
ARE MIGRATING TO

PALM
SPRINGS
A

ON WEEKDAYS

nd they're staying at the
Hilton, where they can take
advantage of everything under the
beautilul desert sun — like tennis,
sunning, swimming and tun — for
40h off our published room rales.
lay tennis at the tabulous new
Riviera Racquet Club on our
21-acre grounds. Or golt at one ot
the desert's many line courses. Or
just stretch out by the pool and
gaze at that blue, blue sky.

P

W E E K D A Y

R A T E

graduate and graduate students,
so stop by the office and find out
what is available now.
The following are some of the
current job openings:
Job #0525 — SALES/
CASHIER — There are two posi

tions available in a toy shop in
Seaport Village late afternoons
and weekends. One position will
be full-time during the summer.
Employee must have cash register
experience and must like children.
Payrate is $3.35/hr.

TEST WITH CONFIDENCE
TAKE THE UNIVERSITY
OF SAN DIEGO'S

LSAT/GMAT
PREPARATION

COURSES

• Faculty includes lawyers and educators.
• Group and individual counseling.
• Extensive classroom and homework materials
accompany lectures.
• Audio tape reinforcement.

Information in Serra Hall 318
• San Diego course: also offered in Los Angeles
and San Francisco.
Call toll-free

(800) 223-2818

in San Diego area call: (619) 293-4579

From

'27:

' occupancy, any Sunday
through Thursday. Not
availablo tor group moot
Ings

CALL (619) 327-8311, ext. 30. Ask about
our weekend discount packages, tool

X

The Palm Springs

.HILTON
I

16(H) North Indian Avenue
at Vista Chino • Palm Springs

For a free brochure: LSAT/GMAT Preparation Courses.
University of San Diego. Serra Hall 318, San Diego.
CA 92110
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Students Outbark Doggies, Some Say

It's Not Quite The Zoo, But***
I
if
ly

Have you ever wondered how
the Dog Patch acquired its name?
Amidst the densely student popu
lated apartment buildings and
not far from the industrial park is
located one of three centers for
The San Diego County Depart
ment of Animal Control. At the
end of Azusa Street there is a dog
pound.
As 1 prepared myself for a visit
to the dog pound, I wasn't sure
exactly what to expect. Truth
fully, 1 wasn't even confident of
where it was located. Passing
Gordon Smith Surfboards, Capi
tal Tire Group, the Ceramics
Supply Company, and the local
San Diego Police Station,I even
tually drew closer to the barks
and meows which emerged from
my destination—the pound.
The facilities themselves, at
1104 Azusa Street, were not the

facilities that Ihad anticipated in
my mind. 1 was later informed
that previously they had been a
women's detention center run by
the state. In reality, they looked
like a women's detention center
which was costumed by a fresh
coat of beige and brown paint.
The buildings were built in the
early 1930's. It was intact long
before any of the apartments in
the radius area. In fact, Admini
strative Assistant Jeff Swiney in
formed me that it is the oldest of
the Animal Control Centers in
San Diego. Others are located in
Carlsbad and Bonita.
This animal control center is
not the Humane Society. The
pound is run by the County of
San Diego. The facilities can hold
up to 600 dogs at a given time
period. There are 40 trucks which
work 24 hours a day.

SOFT COMTACT LEM5ES
ONE HOUR SERVICE

most cases

INCLUDES:
Contact lenses,
examination, patient
training, follow up,
chemical care hit
and fitting.

Dr. Edward Piatt

fashion Valley Center
260 fashion V/alley Rd
Suite 550
San Diego, CA 92108

La Jolta v/illage Square
8657 Vi.la La Jolla Dr
Suite 156
San Diego, CA 92057

Piaza Camino Real
2525 CI Camino Real
Suite 165
Carlsbad, CA 92008

295-0537

452-7374

434-3308

SILVER SPIGOT
2221 MORENA BLVD.
(next to City Chev.)
says,

A party, a get-together, is in the
planning stages for Second Genera
tion USD Students or Sacred Heart
Students or Alums so that you may
meet each other and share your
common heritage on Thursday,
April 26th, 3:00-5:00 p.m. Is
your mother or father an alumnusfa) of USD or of one of the
Sacred Heart Schools or Colleges
throughout the world? (See list
below for USA.) Did you attend
a School of the Sacred Heart?
(See list below for USA.) If so,
please fill out this form, tear it out
and deposit it in the boxes in the
locations indicated on the form.

Albany, Doane-Stuart
Boston, Newton Country Day
School
Chicago, Sacred Heart Schools
Detroit, Academy of the Sacred
Heart
Grand Coteau, Academy of the
Sacred Heart
Greenwich, Convent of the Sacred
Heart
Houston, Duchesne Academy
Lake Forest, Barat College &.
Woodlands Academy
Menlo Park, Sacred Heart Schixiis
Miami, Carrollton
New Orleans, Rosary Academy

of the Sacred Heart
New York, Convent of the Sacred
Heart
Omaha, Duchesne Academy ot
the Sacred Heart
Princeton, Stuart Country Day
School
Purchase, Manhattanville College
St. Charles, Academy of the
Sacred Heart
St. Louis, Maryville College &
Villa Duchesne
San Francisco, Schools of the
Sacred Heart
Seattle, Forest Ridge School
Washington. D.C., Stone Ridge

"TEAR OUT'

LOCAL ADDRESS

To everyone who made last
Thursday so much FUN—
DON'T MISS THIS THURSDAY
Rum & Coke
Shooters
V2 Liters of Margueritas
Pitcher of Beer

When I inquired about the
noise problem, there was a vary
ing degree of response. One
neighbor in the apartment com
plex closest to the facilities re
marked that it is annoying some
times late at night. She said, "No
worse, though, than some of the
U.S.D. students." 1smiled polite

o
ni r
nonn^,1 rr»**
and
changed
the subject.
Another neighbor was aware of
the dog pound but said that it was
not a disturbance to him.
When I asked various dog
patch residents whether they
knew of the services of the facility,
there were many responses. Al
though themajority were unaware
of the Dept. of Animal Control
center, some had utilized the ser
vices. One such resident, a USD
student, encountered the facilities
when his puppy Mike ran away.
It was sadly added that "It was
too late."
U.S.D. students are welcome
and invited to utilize the services
of the San Diego County Dept. of
Animal Control. There are hun
dreds of animals whose existences
are contingent on adoption.
Consider adding a new face to
your household!
In addition, if you already have
a pet and he needs rabies vaccina
tions, there is a series of rabies
vaccination clinics which are on
going and held at several San
Diego locations. The cost is mini
mal.

NAME

THANK YOU5i f f

tf

It was my opinion that time
was not adequately given for the
owners of the animals to track
down their pet. The harsh reality
is that it is expensive to house the
animals. The lesson to be learned
is to promptly search for a lost
pet when he is initially perceived
as missing. The best insurance
for this problem is preventive
care. Do not allow the potential
for an encounter with the pound.
Be thoughtful. Do not let your
pets wander.
As I continued my discussion
with the director of the pound
we were continually interrupted
by barking.The barking was loud
and annoying. "How do neigh
bors deal with the problem?" 1
wondered.

The Search Continues

EXTENDED WEAR
LENSES ONLY $265.00

Dr. Robert Heller

Presently Mr.Swiney estimated
that there are 200 animals on the
premises. Some will be reclaimed
by their owners. Seven percent
will probably be adopted and the
rest will be put to sleep. The
majority are dogs. There are many
cats and on occasion they deal
with horses, geese and whatever
else is called to their attention.
When an animal is brought to
the facilities, there is an initial
attempt to locate the owners. If
there is no identification tag, this
search is futile. The county pro
vides clean and adequate shelter
for five working days if the dog
has tags. If not, the dog has three
days to be sought by his owners.
At this time, he can be adopted.
If neither happens, the animal
dies.
"This is the least pleasant as
pect of the job," stated Mr.
Swiney. "It is always a hard deci
sion," he added. I asked if the
job, then, is an unpleasant one.
He said no, because he feels that
it is a great service to the dogs to
be kept so well during their stay.

50C
750

LOCAL TELEPHONE NUMBER
SACRED HEART SCHOOL CONNECTION
CIRCLE:

self

mother

father

other
write in

$1.00

DEPOSIT i n t o box a t

$1.50

DESALES DINING HALL, DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE(Serra 200) o r

plus other specials, raffles and
plenty of good times!

t h e c a s h i e r i n LARK, CAMINO DINING HALL,
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Ignorance:
A Disease
Dear Rosemary,
In response to your March 15
article on Ozzy Osbourne's new
est album. "Bark at the Moon,"
it is quite obvious that you are
diseased. But don't worry Rose
mary, it is neither rare or incur
able one. Your disease is more
commonly known as ignorance.
It is not your particular dislike
of 0::y that Iobject to, everyone
has a right to their opinion (even
diseased preppies). What isottensive to me is that you ignore the
man's obvious talented accom
plishments and base your rather
vindictive opinion n one stage act
and the title of his most recent
album.
Oh, sure I was humored by
your quaint little metaphores and
hyperbolies. It is obvious you
were more concerned about being
funny than you were about giving
an album review.I suggest you go
back to the album and get past
the cover. Take the artist as a
whole. For example, the record
sheath has the lyrics to his songs
read "Rock 'n' Roll Rebel." (it
was written about people like
you). If you can't take a healthy
perspective, do yourself and your
readers a favor, don't waste our
time—our ljves aren't that long.
Bob Scott

Enough
Ok. Ok. Ok, Jim. Please stop.,
you can have the last word...I
take back everything I've said.,
you've shown me the errors of
my ways...you've enlightened
me...Ozzy IS the greatest...he IS
the sexiest!...1 want him to be the
father of my children...I'll throw
my typewriter out of the win
dow...I'll join the Ozzy fan club
..I'll eat that review for breakfast
tomorrow...I'll quit writing for
the Vista...I'll get a job digging
graves... ANYTHING... just please
stop writing these embarrassing
letters. I'm not going to have any
friends left.
Humbly,
Rosemary Dettling
P.S. One more thing: Please don't
send me anymore hate mail. I
may get more than the Reverend
and that may make him feel bad...

Thank
You
On behalf of all the brothers n*
Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity we
would like to thank Zeta Tau
Alpha and Alpha Delta Pi sorori
ties, and also the staff of Camino
Cafeteria for all their cooperation
with the success of Casino Night.
We would also like to thank all
the U.S.D. students who showed
up and helped to make it the best
Casino Night in recent years.
Thank you.
The Brothers of Phi Kappa Theta
Fraternity

Letters to the Editor
Wrong
Neighborhood

Dear Editor:
It seems that the time has finally
arrived for someone to object to
the way our campus newspaper is
being presented. Our friends in
the Vista had a specific goal to
achieve in the last issue o( the
paper (March 29, 1984) but it
seems to me that they have made
a lifetime committement (sic) out
of offending people. I am not a
journalist, but I am a serious and
critical reader. This gives me
enough grounds to complain for
being short changed by our paper.
I understand that most of the
Vista's writers are competent. I
also know that they do not recieve
f
(sic)any
monetary compensation
for what they do. However, this
does not free them of the respon
sibility of being serious news
,
reporters
or even to attempt some
^
professionalism.
It is sad to see
,that the only source of informa
f
tion
on campus has turned into a
local National Enquirer. The title
,the "National Vista" should pro
|
bably
be kept permanently.
Biased opinions and satire have
(
their
(sic) place in a newspapei
|but it should not be prevailent
j
(sic)
throughout the whole. Per
|haps it is time to change the trend
and move in a more responsible
(
direction.
Finally, 1 hope that the Vista
officers would quit taking their
readers so lightly and give them
some credit. Afterall, we are col
lege students with some integrity,
ior am I in the wrong neighbor
hood
again?!
1
Sincerely
M Ghods

i

No. 38
Returns
Last Friday, a group of U.S.D.
Retreaters boarded a big ol'
school bus, feeling very hesitant.
Everyone seemed to be looking
around at each other wondering
what they could possibly have in
common with such a variety of
strangers. Upon arrival at the
mountains, they were still won
dering just what they were in for,
and why everyone who had previ
ously been a retreater had been
so supportive of them when they
mentioned they were going.
Suddenly, after hours of spirit
ed songs, silence, prayer, good
food, snipehunts, mountain
hikes, and a cave exploration—it
all seemed to fall in to place.
People really let go of their
mixed-up everyday life that
seemed so distant once the unity
shined through on the mountain.
We all shared a mutual excite
ment—that we had entered the
world of "true" reality.
Father Larry Dolan, seemed to
tie both sides of the knot together
as he touched every one of us in
his special way. We, through
him, learned more than we had
ever known about ourselves, each
other, and our life with Christ.

We at U.S.D., were so fortunate
to have had him with us. He has
enlightened so many ot us—yet
we now tace a time when we must
let him go and share his warmth
and guidance with many others
who will, in turn, feel just as
fortunate as we do. You have
brought out a love that had been
so deep inside many of us—that
we can now openly share with
others. Although you will have
to leave us Fr. Larry, your pre
sence will continue to be a large
part of us.
A sincere thanks to Fr. Larry,
Fr. Steve, Sr. Lorch, Sr. Mary,
John "Trif," and Skippy (HAPPY
BIRTHDAY TO YOU), who
shared so much with us. And to
our fellow retreaters, may a smile
remain with you always—and
may the unity we have all experi
enced remain with us.
All of you have truly "Decor
ated Our Lives!"
Our Love and Thanks,
Rosemary Wolf and Genevieve
Knych

It's A
Mistake
Dear Editor:
I have been compelled by, if
for no other reason, anger to
address, not the content, but the
purpose of a seemingly irrespon
sible commentary entitled "Are
Blacks Inferior" printed in the
March 29th issue of the "Vista."
As I indicated in the November
10th issue, the purpose of this
publication (Vista) is to bring
about an awareness of all events
which involve, directly and in
directly, the student body of
USD. Furthermore, in the same
issue, I indicated that very little
space, if any, had been directed
towards the interests of the
minority student body. Well sur
prise! Look what the Black stu
dent body receives in response to
my subtle message. Just what we
(Blacks) have always wanted to
see printed in the school paper; a
brief commentary on, and refer
ence to the aptitude of humans
with dark skin.
Editor, god of the printing
press, please explain to me the
purpose for printing such trash.I
realize that it is your responsibility
to educate the students, especi
ally, on the marketing strategy of
the Adolph K. Coors, Co., but
does this information have to be
printed at the expense of the
intellectual capacity of Blacks?
I'm sure that you do not agree
with such ignorance, so, please
spare rrc die p-iin
f reading
articles with very little informa
tion and significance. After all, if
you would be kind enough to
take your feet and place them in
my shoes, I'm sure this article
would not have been printed!
In the future, I would suggest
that you promote the well-being
of all students and of all races by
selecting articles based on the
positive contributions of minori
ties, rather than, reinforcing,
through print, the ignorance of

stereotypic applications of racism
through advertising and market
ing.
Remember, one of the goals ot
this university, as stated in the
1982 -1984 Undergraduate Bulle
tin, is to foster an awareness of
the ethical ideals of Christianity
in the hope that students will
incorporate these ideals into their
personal and professional lives.
Your commentary does not sup-

Blood
On Monday, April 9 the San
Diego Blood Bank, in conjunction
with the Office of Student Affairs
and the Biology Club, will be
holding a Blood Drive in the
Camino Lounge, from 10:00 a.m.
to 3:00 p.m.
This is the second of two Blood
Drives this semester. As you may
be aware, some 300 volunteer
donors are needed daily to meet
the demands of the 29 civilian
hospitals in San Diego.
Students, faculty and staff are
all encouraged to donate during
thio blooddrive. You can choose,
at the time of donation, to put
the blood towards the USD Re
serve Fund. This fund is available
for anyone in the USD commu
nity to draw from if the need for
blood arises. The records of the
fund are maintained by Karen

port the ethical goals of the
university, society, or more im
portant, Christianity. Because you
have failed to consider the impli
cations of your commentary as
such, I am requesting a printed
apology to the student body for
this damaging error. (ReferencePage 17,D 4,1982-1984Under
graduate Bulletin)
Sincerely,
Kerry V. Cooper

Drive
Reed in Serra 200, Office of
Student Affairs.
Although walk-up appoint
ments willbe more than welcome,
advance sign-ups are recommend
ed. Students from the Biology
Club will be in front of Serra Hall
on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, April 3, 4 &. 5 from
10:00 a.m. — 1:00 p.m. with
appointment sheets. They will
also have donor requirements
and other information at that
time.
The last Blood Drive held on
February 13, 1984 was very suc
cessful. It was visited by 132
potential donors. However, due
to various medical reasons, 31 of
them were not eligible at that
time. The USD Reserve Fund
received 64 credits. Thanks to all
who participated in this past drive.

Professional Psychological Services
Available To Students
Barbara Czescik, Ph.D.
Licensed Psychologist
Individual, couples & family therapy

REDUCED FEES FOR STUDENTS
Saturday/Evening appts. avail.
S.D. 268-0851
Insurance & Medi-Cal
N. County 753-7341
accepted

ENGINEERING AND
SCIENCE MAJORS
We have openings for qualified personnel in
three district areas:
OPERATING ENGINEER—primary responsi
bility includes supervision of operating nuclear
propulsion systems.
DESIGN/RESEARCH ENGINEER—Working in
the planning, testing and design aspects of
engineering.
PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTOR—Teaching
math, chemistry, physics and engineering to
highly motivated, intelligent students on both
the graduate and undergraduate levels.
Salaries start in excess of $24,000 and rise to
$50,000 in five years. Scholarships of $1,000
per month are available to exceptional students
in their Junior and Senior years.
QUALIFICATIONS: Male or Female, U.S. Cit.
Ages 19 to 29
College Graduates or
Seniors/Juniors
BS/MS preferred
Good health
Call 293-6691
Monday-Wednesday, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
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Greek News
Sigma Pi
Sigma Pi Fraternity is pleased
to announce their Executive Coun
cil for 1984-1985 term: Presi
dent, Russ Caine; Sergeant of
Arms, Jack Anastasia; Vice-Presi
dent, Whitley Collins; Treasurer,
Tom Kozak; Secretary, Robert
Blodgett; and Herald, George
Valdi viez. Congratulations gentle
men and good luck in the upcom
ing year.
The number one ranked Sigma
Pi floor hockey team continued
their winning ways with a very
convincing 6-2 victory over the
tough "Party Animals" last week.
Sigma Pi played their usual con
sistent game, but were lead by
"Le Scoring Machine" Whitley
Collins. Collins lead all scorers
again with a 4 goal onslaught to
pace the team. Scott McKay and
Stuart Clark rounded out the
scoring with one goal each. The
victory upped Sigma Pi's overall
record to 3-0. For his fine per
formance, Mr. Collins was chosen
Sigma Pi's Intermural Athlete of
the Week, narrowly edging out
Marco Alessio.
Sigma Pi would like to extend
the warmest welcome to Gamma
Phi Beta Sorority and like to con
gratulate the 50 new girls asked
to be a part of this fine organiza
tion. And on behalf of the broth
ers, Jack Anastasia would like to
thank our little sisters for the
fleshy surprise you gracious girls
sent us last Sunday. As Brother
Jack, sporting an ear to ear grin,
stated, "Lets get on with the
eating!...I mean meeting!"
Thanks, girls!

Theta Epsilon
The sisters of the Theta Epsilon
Chapter of Zeta Tau Alpha would
like to take this opportunity to
officially welcome all of the girls
from the Gamma Phi Beta Soror
ity. They helped tremendously
these past few weeks in the suc
cessful starting of the new chap
ter here at the University of San
Diego. We wish you the very best
of luck and the greatest amount
of success in your new beginning
here.
A reminder for all of you won
derfully enthusiastic ZTA Big
Brothers!!! Don't forget to come
to Monday nights' meeting —
April 2, 1984 at 7:00 p.m. in
Serra 204 fr the "1st Annual
ZTA Big Brother Auction!" This
promises to e an interestingly
exciting event: so please be
prompt and don't miss out on all
of the fun!

Sigma Chi Alpha
Sigma Chi Alpha is a Colony
of the Sigma Chi Fraternity. This
means that we are in the process
of being granted a charter as a
chapter of the Fraternity. In the
year since we were granted "col
ony" status we have ran success
ful rushes, initiated our Lil* Sigma
program, held numerous fund
raisers for charity, and sponsored
school and community projects.
We presently are a brotherhood
of 52 actives, with several asso
ciating Sigma Chi's, 16 pledges,
and 60 girls in the Lil' Sigma/Sis
ter Program. Learning the stand
ards and ideals of Sigma Chi, we
look forward to initiation into

Sigma Chi and installation as a.
chapter.
Sigma Chi is an international
fraternity with 181 active cam
pus chapters in 43states and four
provinces of Canada. Sigma Chi
was founded in 1855 and has
138,000 living initiated men. Sig
ma Chi has adopted The Wallace
Village as their charity.The Wallace Village for children in Colo
rado is a national Psychiatric cen
ter for children. It is nationally
recognized as a pioneer in the
habilitation of children with spe
cial problems. Late Sig alumnus
John Waynellent much support
to this project.

ADPi
ADPi remains active and involv
ed in campus activities. In follow
ing the tradition that when a fra
ternity takes a sorority's compo
site, they throw a party so that it
will be returned, ADPi gave the
brotherhood of Sigma Chi Alpha
a party on March 21 at Mission
Bay. The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
would like to thank Sigma Chi
for making the party a success
and for returning their compo
site and mascot.
In conjunction with the ASB,
Phi Kappa Theta, and Zeta Tau
Alplha, Alpha Delta Pi was a
sponsor of the fifth annual Casino
Night on Saturday, March 24.
ADPi's were easily identified in
their black top hats and red vests.
The sorority was responsible for
the great food served at the event
and worked as dealers and wai
tresses throughout the evening.

The Orientation Process
During the course of last week,
many hours were spent selecting
the 1984 Orientation Board and
Team. In order to clear up any
misconceptions or rumors regard
ing this process, the Orientation
Team Program Board would like
to share the details of how these
82 people were chosen from 265
applicants.
Early in the week Tom Cosgrove, Assistant Dean of Students
andKathyGenzel.the 1984 Orien
tation Team Director, met and
chose 12 board members from
the 100 who expressed an inter
est. After reviewing the applica
tions and interviewing the top
applicants, these 12 were chosen
on the basis of their availability
over the summer as well as their
enthusiasm and willingness to
commit their time to this posi
tion. This year, for the first time,
this board includes only one re
turning board member, five pre
vious team members, and six new
students who have never been
involved with Orientation. This
board, along with Tom Cosgrove,
Kathy Genzel and Barbara
Schmitz, Assistant Director of
Student Activities, constitute the
Program Board and will be res
ponsible for planning, organizing
and overseeing the 1984 Orien
tation Week's Events.

Wednesday and Thursday, the
Program Board met for four hours
tochoose the70 member team. It
was not easy to choose 70 people
from a list of 253 people who
were all qualified but using a new
method of selection helped to
make this process more objec
tive. This new method included
two phases, one on Wednesday
and one on Thursday.
During phase one, the program
board discusses five specific cri
teria they expect in the team
members:
1) ability to handle and commun
icate ideas to a small group
2) dependability and a willing
ness to assume responsibility and
follow through with it
3) a positive attitude about the
University
4) a willingness to honestly repre
sent and uphold University poli
cies and
5) an enthusiastic, warm and
cheerful personality.
After discussing these criteria,
the Program Board reviewed the
list of applicants. The remaining
193 applications were divided
equally among the committee,
reviewed that night, and ranked
according to preference: solely
on the basis of the application.
The second phase involved col

lecting these fifteen lists and
choosing from among the top in
these lists. At this point, addi
tional criteria were discussed.
Ideally, the team should include
more first-timers than returners,
a balance of sophomores, juniors
and seniors, and a balance of men
and women (60% women, 40%
men, in keeping with the ratio on
campus). An attempt is made to
include some transfer students
and commuters, as well as a bal
ance of people representing var
ious groups on campus (i.e. fra
ternities, sororities, sports, ASB,
Campus M inistry, and other clubs
and organizations). As an exam
ple, this year's team includes 30
men and 40 women, 20 seniors,
27 juniors, and 23 sophomores.
The Orientation Program Board
would like to thank all 253 mem
bers for applying. It's exciting to
have so many people interested
in a program wer really believe
in. Unfortunately we must limit
the group and can't give everyone
the opportunity to participate.
Please don't be discouraged if
you didn't make the team. We
encourage you to apply again
next year if possible. To those 70
who were selected...welcome
aboard! We're anticipating a new
and exciting Orientation Week
for 1984!

Business School
Advisor Policy
The School of Business had
designed a new advising process
that will expediate your pre-regis
tration process. The new system
will maintain the expert advising
quality due to the instruction
workshops for the faculty mem
bers. The important notice stress
ed by the Business School is to see

your advisor as soon as possible.
There is always a rush during preregistration and thre are many
demands at this time on the facul
tyIf you come under one of the
following categories, please plan
to make an appointment to see
Professor Sykes in SB Room 111
well in advance of the pre-regis
tration period to ensure the per
sonal attention you will need for
If your last name
begins with:
Aa thru Ap
Aq thru Az
Ba thru Bp
Bq thru Bz
Ca thru Cp
Cq thru Cz
Da thru Dz
Ea thru Ez
Fa thru Fz
Ga thru Gz
Ha thru Hp
Hq thru Hz
la thru Iz
Ja thru Jz
Ka thru Kz
La thru Lz
McA thru Mi
Mj thru Mz
Na thru Nz
Oa thru Oz
Pa thru Pz
Qa thru Qz
Ra thru Rp
Rq thru Rz
Sa thru Sp
Sq thru Sz
Ta thru Tp
Tq thru Tz
Ua thru Vz
Wa thru Wp
Wq thru Wz
Xa thru Zz
It should be noted that those
students who prefer to be coun
seled by a faculty member (in the
School of Business) other than
their designated advisor, may exer
cise that option.
Once you have a signed advis
ing slip (3 of them — white, yel
low, pink), you may give it
ALONG WITH YOUR COPY
OF YOUR TWOEVALUATION
FORMS to either Ms. Bonnie
Montoya, Mrs. Sykes' secretary,
or to Ms. Julie Bays, Dean Burns
secretary. They will check your eltgihihty for upper division course-

these areas:

NEW TRANSFER — NEW
MAJOR (DECLARING) —
FOREIGN STUDENT — SPE
CIAL STUDENT — HONORS
PROGRAM STUDENT —
ROTC STUDENT — MINOR
IN BUSINESS — TAKING
LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR
SEMESTER ATSEA OR OTHER
PROGRAM—OXFORD- BOUND
STUDENT — APPLYING FOR
GRADUATION — HOPING TO
TAKE CLASSES OFF CAMPUS
— DON'T KNOW FROM
WHOM YOU SHOULD SEEK
ADVICE
In general, other students
should see the faculty member
designated below:
Faculty
Advisor:
J. Anderson
E. Arnold
F. Bahr
T. Black
D. Briscoe
D. Burt
J. Caltrider
E. Cook
J. Daniels
D. Dimon
J. Evans
G. Gazda
D. Helmich
E. Hennigar
C. Holt
J. Hunsaker
R.Johnson
T. Kelley
W. Label
D. Light
J. McCabe
D. Mann
G. Merrill
C. Pavett
E. Rathswohl
D. Rivetti
W. Soukup
E. Stecher
C. Teplitz
G. Whitney
D. Yandell
D. Zocco
work as well as other areas of
coursework, and stamp your ad
vising form if you qualify for
upper division SBA work. Again,
if you do this before pre-registra
tion, there will be no need for
you to wait for the form; you can
drop the forms along tiit/i your
updated evaluation sheets off one
day and pick it up the next day.
With this advising system, they
hope to accomplish two main
objectives. It is hoped that the
system will be as personalized as
possible.

Fortnights Party in Ireland
July 28th — Aug 12th
Only $1,399.00 double occ.
Includes self-drive car
Accommodations at friendly Farmhouses
& Town & Country Homes/14 Nights
Hearty Irish Breakfast plus bonus party nights
T.W.A. from San Diego
AER Lingus from N.Y.
For those who wish to join us for flight only $799.00
Mary Kaye Miller 454-6075 Sheelagh Keegan 755-1902
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Sports

1984

Rivalry Favors SDSU

Tennis Wins 20th Match

On February 29th, the men's
tennis team travelled cross-town
to renew their annual rivalry with
San Diego State.
On that Wednesday afternoon
the team was filled with optim
ism, even though it was missing
its#l player Jim McNamee, who
was out with the flu.
Although State has a good team
this year, and at the time a better
record than USD, the Toreros
carried a winning tradition onto
the court: In the past 10 years
USd has lost only twice to SDSU,
while winning 18 times.
In singles play the Aztecs pierformed as though tradition meant
little, as they won 4 of the 6 sin
gles matches. Winning tor the
Toreros were Alejandro Ramos

and senior captain Kevin Young,
who endured a marathon match
with Glen Stephen. That match
was decided in 3 tie-breaker sets,
and it's length postponed the
doubles until after dark.
As the team warmed up under
lights on the women's courts, a
power failure stopped all the ac
tion and delayed the deciding
doubles matches until last Tues
day.
All three doubles matches were
3 sets, and all three went in favor
of SDSU. The final score of the
match was 7-2.
On Thursday the Toreros host
ed Harvard, the nation's #15
ranked team, and lost 6-3. "We
performed well in doubles today,
but poorly in singles," said Coach

Basketball Playoff
Openers Contested
It has been commonly assumed
that the Wednesday night A
league with Thursday Night at
the Spigot, Steel Pulse, the
49ers, and the Hawks was a
tougher decision than the Mon
day night A league. However, the
results of the opening round of
the playoffs tend to dispute this
notion. In games in which these
teams played against each other,
score it: Monday-2, Wednesday-0.
First it ws The Kids who beat
the 49ers 41-39. John Schlegel's
team wasn't given much hope of
doing well in the tournament.
They hadn't won a game all year
and were listed at anywhere from
a 15 to 20 point underdog in this
contest. However, it ws a bal
anced attack that allowed The
Kids to op>en up an 18-15 half
time lead and maintain the advan
tage most of the second half. On
the other hand, the 49ers were a
one-man show. Doug Meiswinkel scored 26 of his team's 39
points but also took about 80%
of his teams shots. When "Meisy"
went cold in the last few minutes,
the 49ers were dead.
Kern State followed up with a
74-58 victory over the Hawks,
dropping them into the B league
playoffs with the 49ers, Hot
Shots, Spread, Penetrate and
Shoot, Ducks II and most likely
Constant Acceleration. J D.
Vukasin and Mike Pacino led
Kern State with 21 points a
piece, while Rob Craig chipped
in 20. The Hawks had four play
ers in double figures, but Her
man Cata's taem could never
overcome a 35-26 halftime defi
cit.
In other opening round action,
Bob Bartholomew scored 20
points as the Runnin' Rebels
defeated the Hot Shots 54-39.
Steel Pulse had no trouble run

ning past Spread, Penetrate and
Shoot as Rich Davis scored 36
points. Emmit Dodd and Jerome
McAlpin each netted 20 for the
winners. John Yaldo and Joe
Cranny each scored 18 in a losing
effort. Finally, Ducks II failed to
find the court and the Real Men
of USD advanced to the A league
semi-finals.
Playoff action continued last
night and will resume Sunday
with final action slated to go
from 7:00 pm — 9:00 pm. The
championship games are schedul
ed for Wednesday, April 11. The
"B" league game will be played at
7:00 and the "A" league game
will follow immediately after
wards. Come on out and watch!!

Summer
At MBAC
Mission Bay Aquatic Center is
the place to get a headstart on
summer!
Beginning April 7th, instruc
tional and recreational classes
begin at the Aquatic Center,
located at 1001 Santa Clara Point,
Mission Beach.
The classes include waterskiing, surfing, windsurfing, kayak
ing, and sailing. All classes are
taught by friendly, professional
instructors who are certified in
CPR, first aid, and advanced lifesaving.
The MBAC is a cooperative
collegiate, aquatic facility owned
and operated by Associated Stu
dents, San Diego State Univer
sity and Campus Recreation, U niversity of California San Diego.
It is for the exclusive use of the
San Diego College Community.
For more details on classes,
call the Mission Bay Aquatic
Center at 488-1036.

Ed Collins.
On Friday the netmen reversed
their scores, this time winning 63 over UC San Diego. Playing
especially well in this match was
Kevin Young, who won both his
singles and doubles. Kevin im
proved his singles record to 16-5
and his doubles to 18-9, which is
the top overall record on the
team.
After the match the team flew
to Las Vegas and played UNLV
on Saturday morning. In less
than perfect conditions (the wind
blew and the sand flew) the Tore
ros walked away with a well
earned 6-3 victory.
Leading the way in this one
was Jim McNamee, Kevin Young
and doubles partner Doug Brad
ley. Together they were respon
sible for 5 of the 6 points, as they
won both singles and doubles.
Winning at Las Vegas was
USD's 20th victory against 12
losses.

Crew Sparks
Classic Fever
by Carl Stewart
On April 7th, this coming Sat
urday, the largest one-day regatta
will be held in America's Finest
City. San Diego's Mission Bay
will host the top rowing teams in
the country.
Harvard, Yale, U. of Washing
ton, Cal Berkeley, and U. of Brit
ish Columbia, are among some of
top collegiate teams to compete
for the coveted Copley Cup. USD,
Long Beach, UCSD, Santa Clara,
and USC as well as other Cali
fornia schools will vie for the Cal
Cup.
The races will be held in West
Mission Bay. The heats will start
as early as 7 a.m. with the finals
beginning in the early afternoon.
Traditionally, there are a large
number of USD students who
turn out to celebrate and cheer

IM Softball
Marathon

The next test for the Dodgers
was Sure Bet. On papier, this
game should have been close. On
the field it wasn't. The Dodgers
scored five runs in the first two
innings and advanced to the
championship round with an easy
8-1 victory.
The schedule for Sunday is:
12:00 Happy Chutzpah vs.
Cremeof the Cases
1:00 Dodgers vs. 12:00 game
loser
2:00 Winner of 12:00 game vs.
Winner of 1:00 game
3:00 Winner of 12:00 game vs.
Winner of 1:00 game (if necessary)

The varsity men's team goes
into the Cal Cup undefeated so
far this season having defeated
Long Beach, USC and most re
cently UCI. This is the fastest
rowing team in USD's history
and they have a good chance of
winning the Cal Cup.
Support from all the fraterni
ties and sororities as well as the
general student body is welcome.
It is recommended that you get to
the Bahia early, especially if it's a
sunny day.There is parkingacross
from the Bahia Hotel, as well as
that by the roller coaster.

(J.S.D.
CHEERLEADERS

From 12:00-4:00 this Sunday,
Creme of the Cases, Happy
Chutzpah, and the Dodgers will
square off for four hours of champ
ionship Softball. The survivor of
this marathon will have earned
the right to be called intramural
co-rec Softball champions for the
spring of 1984.
It was last Saturday's game that
set the stage. First, it was the
Dodgers and Independents in
a losers' bracket game. Well,
eventually the Dodgers were
there. After four innings the In
dependents held a 2-1 lead, but
a Rick Holguin triple and a
Shannon Smith run-scoring single
erased the lead. The Dodgers
went on to score four times en
route to a 5-2 victory. Special
mention should be made of sports
manship "above and beyond the
call of duty." The Independ
ents should be commended for
displaying the true intramural
spirit.

on the USD teams. All spectators
will view the race from the Bahia
Islandia hotel. There will be a
cheering section for the Toreros
on the beach at the Bahia, so look
for it when you arrive.

YELL LEADERS
AND
TORO & TORERO

MASCOTS
TRY0UTS TRY0UTS TRyOUTS
T u e s d a y

April

1 0 ,

1 9 8 4

Open to male and female candidates
Clinicsr'n

t h e

gym T h u r s d a y

a n d S a t u r d a y ,

April

April
7 ,

5 • I 9 84 a t
1 9 8 4

a t

1 0

5 : 3 0
a.m.

Pick up applications in the A.S.B. office

The SAA presents its annual

SENIOR BANQUET
AT: The Kona Kai Club
ON: April 27th 1984
COST: $15/person
includes dinner dance
& entertainment
Featuring "THE FEA TUFtES" band

Tickets go on sale April 9th
at U.S.D. Box Office.
DON'T BE ONE TO MISS OUT!

Sports

LMU,UCSBTest
Toreros' Skills

Softball Falls
To Whittier
by Sharon Stegmuller
The USD Women's softball
team suffered through an unfor
tunate week as they lost twoconfrence games to Whittier on the
road. Coach Kevin McGarry said
the girls hit well in the doubleheader on Saturday, but Lisa
Ures was worn out after pitching
all week because of Sally Christman's injury.
The Toreros matched up
against Division II opponent UC
Riverside on Wednesday. Unfor
tunately, the team lost both
games; 6-4 and 4-0. Kathy Whitaker, Bridgit McGarry, and Diane
Romo were cited for playing well.
Coach McGarry said that the
girls did well against a very strong
Division II pitcher.
Friday, the Toreros played Divi
sion I competitor USIU on the
road. The women were defeated
in both games, 6-0 and 6-0.
McGarry says that the team is
composed of a great bunch of
girls and he is very optimistic that
they won't let the conference
losses affect the rest of their sea
son. "They have played really
well, and I am sure that we will
finish up well." The women have
beaten the two top teams in the
conference; LaVerne and Redlands, and will play them again
later in the season thus enabling
the team to boost their confer
ence record.
The team will play two more
conference games this week: Sat
urday against Whittier on home
territory at 1:00 pm and Tuesday
against US San Diego at 5:00 pm
here. Come and support the USD
Women'ssoftball team this week.

w

Judy Newman of the USD Women's Tennis team warms
up for a recent home match. Photo by Madeleine Ferbal.

Puckers Take Zeta
In IM Hockey
Theresa Apodaca's Mother
Puckers soundly defeated their
opponents of Zeta Tau Alpha in
intramural Women's Floor
Hockey play last week. The vic
tory ended 7-1.
The game started off with few
goals as the Mother Puckers
took some time to organize their
front scoring line. Once they got
their passing down and the com
munication flowing, goals came
freely. Zeta's goalie made some
outstanding saves, but with the
many shots taken on goal, at least
seven were bound to find their
way to the back of the net.

Sue Donovan proved to be the
offensive key to the Mother
Puckers as she scored four of the
team's goals. The addition of
senior Annie Schoezel also made
an offensive plus. Schoezel con
tributed two goals to the final
score. A barely-penetrable de
fense was seen with Tricia Ray
and Cindy Beezley playing back.
One did slip by when Zeta Bon
nie Plant pushed one into the net.
Tonight's action includes first
place Just To Score against Zeta
Tau Alpha at 9:00 p.m. Playoffs
commence next week. The latest
rumor has it that the champion
ship team will face off against the
women's floor hockey champs at
UCSD after Spring Break. Some
incentive to push for first???

by Jancie Walters
This past week has given the
baseball team an opportunity to
put their skills to the test as they
faced Loyola Marymount and
SCBA champions, U.C. Santa
Barbara. Finishing the week with
a 0-2-1 record, the Toreros are
getting a better feel for what lies
ahead in conference play.
In a close game against the
Loyola Lions on March 27, the
Toreros took an early lead of 2-1.
The first inning had Paul Van
Stone getting a walk, then steal
ing second. Robbie Rogers singl
ed, permitting Van Stone to ad
vance to third. David Jacas then
walked, which loaded the bases.
Bill Ismay hit a hard shot to the
Lion's shortstop, whose error
allowed Van Stone and Rogers to
score.
The Toreros came back for
another run in the third inning.
Andre Jacas singled, then stole
second. With a throwing error
by the Lion's catcher, Andre went
to third. Roger's sacrificed fly to
left scored Andre, while Rogers
got the RBI.
In the sixth inning, it was a
throwing error by pitcher Russ
Applegate that allowed Loyola's
second run to score. This put
Robbie Foster on second base in
scoring position. Lion's rightfielder, Brian Leighton blasted a
triple that scored Foster from
second for their third run.
Leighton was able to score from
third on Bill Thorney's sacrificed
fly to centerfield.
Toreros' Russ Applegate pitch
ed a good game, going eight inn
ings with nine strikeouts and
only four hits. Despite this fine
performance, the Lions won, 4-3.
On March 31, the Toreros met
up with the U.C. Santa Barbara
Gauchos for a doubleheader. The
Gauchos held the SCBA title for
1983 and had a winning record
of44-22. They are expected tobe

YOU CAM TAKE
IT WITH YOU!

Cheerleader Tryouts

THE KAPLAN ADVANTAGE" DOESN'T
HAVE TO END WITH YOUR ADMISSION TO LAW SCHOOL!

Tuesday, April 19, 1984 at
5:30 p.m. is the eventful day
when those good-looking, talent
ed, and enthusiastic guys and gals
will be chosen for the prestigious
1984-85 cheerleaders, yell lead
ers and mascots. Two more clin
ics (Thursday, April 5, at 5:30
p.m. and Saturday, April 7 at
10:00 a.m.) will be held in the
gym behind the bleachers to teach
candidates cheers and/or routines
to be performed at tryouts. Atten
dance at one clinic is the manda
tory minimum for tryout eligibili
ty.
The judging panel comprised

THE SAME SKILLED INSTRUCTION THAT PREPARE0 YOU FOR
THE LSAT. CAN GUIDE YOU THROUGH FIRST YEAR LAW!

INTRODUCTION TO LAW SCHOOL
A dtodeuM. KAPLAN SEMINAR
• CASE BRIEFING • TORTS • LEGAL WRITING
• CONTRACTS • STATUTORY ANALYSIS
• CIVIL LAW • RESEARCH METHOOS • PROPERTY

-H.
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
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Pacific B»ach Center
2180 Garnet Avenue

San Die^o, CA 92109
619-270-6810

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SiCE

Your Cmr Won't Bo Ordinary
Why Should Your Proporotton Bo?

of nonreturning cheerleaders,
moderator Barbara Schmitz,
Monique Lamphire — the new
pepsters'coach, Secretary of Ath
letics — Jon Pace, the Secretary
of Athletics-elect and Sports Infor
mation Director — Ted Goshen
will choose ten female cheerlead
ers, 2-5 male yell leaders, a male
"Torero" mascot, and either a
male and female "Toro" mascot.
Any more interested persons,
please contact the ASB office for
details and applications. Dead
line for application submission is
Saturday, April 7, 1984.

tough competition for other
teams in the conference.
Though the Gauchos were ag
gressive, both in hitting and pitch
ing, in the doubleheader the
Toreros proved that they could
match the competition. This was
evident in the second game that
they played.
In the opener, the Gauchos
were in fine form as they faced
four Torero pitchers for a total of
16 hits and 16 runs. UCSB's
designated hitter, Brett H\ 1 1,
was three for four at the 5-- "e
with three RBI's, one doubt.one homer, and four runs scor, '
to lead the Gauchos.
Pitching for the Gauchos was
Brad Kinney, who held the Tore
ros to four hits. One of the
Torero hits was a double by John
Slaught. But the Toreros were
unable to score as they were shu
tout 16-0.
With Tom Seyler pitching for
the Toreros in the nightcap, U SD
had a good chance for a come
back. Seyler pitched eight and
one third innings with six stri
keouts while allowing just six hits
and one earned run. He was aided
by the hitting of Paul Van Stone
who was two for three with one
double and Dan Echeveste who
went two for four and had one
RBI.
USD opened the ninth with a
double by David Jacas. Pinch hit
ter Steve DeGennaro got an RBI
single, with one out, to score
Jacas. Echeveste, the Torero's de
signated hitter, singled in
DeGennaro with his two-out RBI
single.
UCSB's Brett Hyland opened
the bottom of the ninth with a
double and went to third on
Derek Vanacore's one-out sin
gle. Hyland scored on a passed
ball. Dan Clark walked. Joe Kmak
grounded out to second to score
Vanacore. Two passed balls in
the inning helped the Gauchos
cause. Otherwise, USD would
have won it.
With a 2-2 tie at the end of the
ninth inning, the game was called
on account of darkness. This
game had already gone into two
innings over-timesince the night
cap ot a doubleheaer is only
seven innings.
USD now has a 2-4-1 record
for conference games with a 1518-2 record overall. Upcoming
games include: USD vs. Fullerton State here at 2:30 on Friday
April 6, USD at Fullerton State
(2)atnoon on Sat. April 7. USD
vs. Long Beach State here at 2:30
on Tues. April 10.
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FOR ALL YOU DO... THIS
BUD® PAGE IS FOR YOU.
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Kerns Win Title Again

The Kerns—Three-time intramural champions for Men's
Softball.

The O-Team
Earns Respect
Rodney says he gets no respect.
Well, Mr. Dangerfield has no
thing on the O Team. You know,
Tim Orr's intramural floor
hockey team. They were unde
feated and unnoticed going into
last week's game. "Undefeated
and untested" cried the experts
who didn'r have them ranked in
the top five. "Wait until they
play a tough team," said those
who didn't even mention their
existence in last week's Vista.
Well, he who laughs last...Mike
Ricardelli scored three goals as
the team in red finally earned
some respect by defeating the
force in black last Thursday night.
That's right! The final score was
The O-Team 4, Malicious
Force 2. Checking this week's
ranking show the O-Team at #3,
and more importantly they finally
got some ink.
So, who are the other top
teams. Sigma Pill held on to the
#1 position with a 6-2 victory
over the Party Animals. Whit
ley Collins continued to show
why he has the most feared shot
in the league as he scored four
times for the winners. The #2
ranked Flying Dutchmen had
little trouble disposing of the
Brown Shirts 7-3. A balanced
attack was the key for P.J. Walchenbach's team as Kevin briscoe,
B. Gaglione, G. Chang, B. Fielder,
and Walchenbach himself all
tallied goals. Tim Field scored
two goals to help Stick Minded
score a 6-1 victory over the
Independent Team and move
up to the #4 spot jumping ahead
of Slash 'n Gash. Griff Harris'
team dropped to #5 after having
more than their fill of Sigma Chi
Alpha for the week. First, Sigma
Chi Alpha 2 played Slash n'
Gash tough before dropping a

2-0 decision. Then it was Sigma
Chi Alpha 1 who scored two
late goals to give Slash 'n Gash
their second tie of the year 2-2.
With only two weeks left in
the regular season, competition
is starting to heat up. Key games
this week include IM Staff
Slashers vs. Flying Dutchmen,
Sigma Chi Alpha II vs. Red
Army, Malicious Force vs.
Psycho Rangers and the game
of the week, The O-Team vs.
Sigma Pi II at 5:00 p.m. tonight.
Editor's Note: Apologies to Joe
Preimesberger whose name was
lost in last week's hockey news.
Your remarkable goals shant go
without proper recognition.

The word dynasty is used much
too frequently these days, but
consider some of these facts re
lating to The Kerns: 1) They are
unbeaten in 2 1 straight games; 2)
They have won threeconsecutive
championships; 3) In winning
nine straight games this year,
they outscored the opposition
121-31. All right, maybe dynasty
is still toostrong a word, but The
Kerns are certainly one of the
three most impressive intramural
teams of the 1980's. (Trivia
question: Name the other two?)
This year's championship was
wrapped up with a 10-3 victory
over the Master Batters. It was
round three in The KernsMaster Batters rivalry this year
with the result being no different
than the previous two encounters.
The Master Batters started
quickly as Pat Wakeman singled

Tennis Entries
Close Today
Don't forget today is the last
day to enter the IM Singles tennis
tournament—that is scheduled
for this Saturday. Competition
will be divided into undergradu
ate, graduate, and faculty/staff
divisions. The cost to enter is
$1.00 per person and players
must supply their own balls.
Winners of each division for
men and women will receive IM
champion T- shirts as awards. Sign
up and enjoy part of your day in
the sun.

Basketball Play-off Preview
The Latest Line (As of 4-2-84)
LEAGUE
ears

Odds

Comments

Thursday Night at the Spigot

1-2

Sixe + speed 4- quickness
experience e Champ T-shirt.

-4

?eal Ken of USD

3-1

Hot team, but may not have the
height to stay with the top choice.

Steel Pulse

u-l

Quickest team in the league.
count them out.

Runnin' Rebels

5-1

Bartholomew's back.

Kern State

8-1

Need a healthy Dave Thomas to stay
with Steel Pulse. That doesn't
seem likely.

20-1

Shocked the experts once, but a
champioship in this league may be
asking too much.

Constant Acceler

100-1

Not likely to qualify for this
tournament

49ers

6-5

What are they doing in B League?

Soread, Penetrate, and Shoot

2-1

Best of the real "E" league teams

H»wk<*

5-2

Back in the league where they belong.

Constant Acceleration

4-1

Must revert back to early season
fortp.

Hot Shots

5-1

Pr»cbahly would have beat Spread,
Penetrate and Shoot if they were
at full strength.

Ducks II

8-1

Showing up for games is biggest
question mark.

Don't

Is that enough?

home Dave Navarro in the first
inning. This would be the last
time The Kerns trailed. With
the score tied at two in the third,
MVP Stuart Clark hit a towering
three-run homerun that all but
put this one out of reach. It was
7-3 in the seventh, when Jim
Scott put the icing on the cake
with a three-run homerun of his
own. Sorry Jim, Stuart's three for
four and four RBI's still earns
him MVP honors.

The Master Batters ended
their season with seven wins and
three Josses and qualified for the
finals with a dramatic comeback
victory over Sit on my Base,
Pitch. Andy Ladrech's team
started quickly in this one and
still had a 6-2 lead entering the
sixth inning. The Master Batters
then exploded for eight runs
against the league's best pitcher
toclinch the 10-6 decision.

CoRec Soccer News
In this week's Co Rec Soccer
League, On Our Feet moved
into third place by downing the
Learned Foot. In other action.
On Our Feet held on to tie the
Water Foul in the second game
of their doubleheader.
The Learned Foot opened up
the scoring on a fine goal by Nick
McDonogh, however, On Our
Feet wasted little time in equaliz
ing as Pat White hit a winner with
ten minutes into the half. Mike
Isaacs and Mike Davis traded
goals in the second half to tie the
game at 2-2. With only five
minutes left in the game Pat White
turned on the magic with a solo
dribble through the heart of the
opposition to tally his second

goal of the day to secure the win.
In game two, the Water Foul
took advantage of an obviously
tired On Our Feet as Jes Romain
hammered home a great goal to
pull his team ahead 1-0. Pressing
the action, the Water Foul were
unlucky as they failed to convert
on a few easy chances. With only
seconds left on the lock Mark
Thiebach punished the opposi
tion by smashing home the equali
zer to salvage the tie.
This week's top 5 teams:
1. Absolute Authority
lOpts.
2. MBA
7pts.
3. On Our Feet
6pts.
4. Water Foul
5 pts.
5. Heads Up
4pts.

